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HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

EENG8,

D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drags, MedIclnee,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-

ivl

SATURDAY AT

w. Van Den Berg's Family Medicines; RlverSt.

EGEND'S BLOCK.

wC

Publisher,

v

.00k. i/nrifi

Dealer In Drags, Medlclues, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr.

Admci.

IND HFATLT DONE.

Product, Etc.

$

Apples, f) bashel ...... ..........
25
Beans, V bushel ...................1 20
H.,*CO., Dealers In all kinds of Fnr- Butter, fl lb .............. ......
nltnre, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Clover seed, V bushel .............
Eggn, f) dozen ...................
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.
Furniture.

[oonpi reil,) 75 c6du
its for each sub^eBriod onaer three

vertisement.
Oroeirlii.

00
00
00
00
00

17
25
40
65

HDE VAARWERK,

G. J., Family Supply Store;
choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Eighth street.
a

.tory,

thre^

not pvcr three

{os, aid Deaths pub-

I'lUURSEMA J. 4 CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
1/ Groceries, Crockery.Glassware,Hals, Caps,
Clothing and Feed ; River street.

Potatoes,

roots of some verbs which

lb

ton

...........

f)

800

bushel ......

130@$140

............50
.....
32
............ 90
@ on
00
...................... 125

@

“

VEEN,

E., Dealer In General Hard'
ware; cor, Eighth and River street.

Labe Shore B. B.
December 10, 1876.

ii',

9100

1b

Barley, 9 100 lb ................... 1
Middling, 9 100 lb
1
Flour, 91001b .....................8
Pearl Barley, 9 100 lb ..............8 00
4

10

................. 25

,

75
00

V
@
Meats, Etc.
yAN LANDEGEND 4 MELI8, Dealers in „
dressed per
...................
@ W
v Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple* Beef,
Pork, ** “
6 @7
lb

5

ments; Eighth street.

I>ard ...................................

Leave

Arrive at

^Li'Uand.

r
Hp

Holland.
1

«

12.00p. m.

8.10 p. in.

Ik,.

•

•« >t

-

4

14

9.35 p. m.

K

er
IT 5.40 a. ni.
11.10 a. m.
9.30 p “

p. 111.

4.10“ “
11.20 a. m.
2.15 p. ni.

•f

U

fci* .45

“ “

Smoked

Meat ..................
12
Ham ............................
9
Shoulders .............
8
A
P. Zalsman, Proprietor Tallow, per
lb .......................... 7
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and Turkeys.
...........................8
frem the Trains. Eighth street.
Chickens, dressed per lb ................ 7
Heteli.

“

ETNA HOUSE.

.15 a. m.

5.

t

10 a.

m.

3.10 p. m.
4.00 “ “

“

special Rpticcg,

DHOENIX HOTEL.

J. McVic*r Proprietor;
opposite the C. 4 M. L. S. R. R. Depot; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.

I

„

_

8.

IV

on

Is

ing ffiSlftr.River Street.

Taken

Effect,

Clover and Timothy Seed on h«nd at

TALISMAN. J., Wagon and

Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pon*. Cash paid for Furs.

P.

&

A.

STEKETEE.

Kantera for holday goods,
Albums,
Toys, Wine 8etU, Toilet
l ROM GE’ND RAPIDS TO GR*ND RAPIDS.
Expreta. Mail.
Setts, and many more articles too numerExpress. Mail.
STATIONS.
r. m.
A. M.
A. M.
P. M. TJOSMAN, J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer ous to mention. Prices from lucent to
4 15
7 30
Grand Rapids. 10 10
7 10
in ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnish- $10.00. Be sure and come this week, be4 82
7 44
Grandville.
9 55
6 56 ing Goods.
fore the best is picked ont.
5 45
8 26
Allegan.
8 45
5 45
,6 11
9 41
Otuego.
8 16
5 18 XTORST, W.. Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchasL. T. RANTERS.
Call at L. T.
as

O

[6 19
M 35
' 6 50
T.M.
8 30

.M.

9 19
9 85
9 50
A. M.
11 30
P.M.
6 80
P.M.
5 00
P. M.
9 30
A.M.
4 05

Piainwell

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.
White Pigeon.

8 07
7 35
7 35
A.M.
5 50
P.M.
10 40
P.M.
11 55
P.M.
7 40
P.M.
12 10

5 10
4 45
4 40
P.M.
3 05
A.M.
8 5U
A.M.
8 30

v

«d elsewhere, will be cut loonier. Reoairing
promptl; attended to. River street.

Viat Kartell.

when

the aignifleaut,

who

desire to continue their

membershipcan

do so by leaving a written

notice to that effect with the Secretary.

Art. 4. The annual meeting of the
aboard” wat heard, every one, no
Union
shall he held on the 12tb day of
matter whether lie was sipping his disFebruary,
in each year. Special meetings
couraging hot coflee or tea, or whether he
may
be called at any lime by the Execuwas contendingfuriouslywith a tough
tive Board, whenever deemed advisable,
chicken leg, or whether he was paying the
“all

aggravating change

an

and the same shall be called by the Sec-

lunch, made

for his

equally excited rush for the

large gentleman from England,

car.

who

come to see what America, for

retary, whenever requested to do so,

A

had

teen

members.

Art. 5. At each annual meeting the

could apologize for inviting the world to

following offleera shall be elected:

an exposition, calmly and deliberately en-

1 President,
8 Vice-Presidents,
1 Secretary,

marched with great dignity
seat he had occupied before “re-

tered the car,

freshments"no doubt meanwhile thinking

that “Americans were thus excited be-

upon

the written petition of not less than thir-

sooth!

1 Treasurer,

1 Historian.

Art. 6. The President, Secretary and
here! He wouldn’t run as though running Treasurer, shall be residents of the City of
for dear life! Oh! happy England where—
Holland, and all the officersshall hold
but see

ed

here!" By

this time he had reach-

their office for the term of one year,

an insignificantAmer-

until relieved

his seat, and lof

ican had taken possess! 3n of

so

much

it,

and

by their respectivesucces-

who never sors.

as deigned to notion bitf, but

Art. 7. The officers of the Union shall
on reading bis morning paptf with constitute the Executive Board thereof,
provoking complacency I Our English and aa such they are empowered to act for
friend looked about him with a frown,
and in behalf of the Union, unless otherkept

and spying that there was room

There sat

3lr.

in

my seat

losing all his dignity.

it,

Englishman at my side,

I

noticed from his look that at the least sug-

such

Merchant Tallora

Art. 8. Members removing to other

door and immediately the

car was vacated; but

hurried to secure

I

Sunday, Not. 21, 1875.

rect.

cause there was actually a great exhibition

I. 0- of 0. F.
Hoi.LANDCltyLodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Liver; and Sale Stables.
Fellows’ Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week.
TYOONE A ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable. Visiting brothersarecordlallv Invited.
1) Offlceandbarnon Market street. Everything
J. Kramer, N. G.
flrit-class.
N. W. Bacon, R.

_

&

to the

/"'lITY HOTEL. J. W. Minderdoot, Proprietor.
Built In 1873; FurnishedInelegant style, and
a first-class hotel throughout.

TyiBBELINK. J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
F. & A. X.
fpt 8nd ay and Monday,
Officeof Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
itlolnd for Or. Rapids 1.15 a. m. street, near Market.
A Rroitlar Coratnnnlcatlonof Unity Lome,
u.U
No. 191. F. 4 A. M., will beheld at Masonic Hall,
bther-alnjlally
except Sundays,
Holland, Mich.,
Wednesday evening, Feb.
Wigonaakere and Blaokiaithi.
21, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
train on lis road, will he run by Chicago
hlch) ‘AlninuteBlater than Columbus T\IJKEMA <fc BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
J. 8. Burns, W. M.
J. O. Doesburo, Sec'v.
Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repairLake Shore sn& Michigan Southern B. B.

New

fect rush for the

In Dry Goods,
[OorrecUdby the “PtuggerNUU.)
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey- Wheat, white $ bushel ...... .....
's name will denote ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
Corn, shelled S bushel
lion. Two ZZ sigOats, I? bushel ...............
inned after date,
\T A-N PUTTEN G„ General Dealers. In Dry Buckwheat, bushel
Goods,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Hats
and
Caps,
f collectable quarterly
Bran, ^ ton .......................
18
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Feed, fl ton ......................22

v

holding an honorable discharge,unless
for sufficient cause shown the Executive
Board or the Union shall otherwise di-

places and
scarcely stopped, .before there was a per-

Feed, Etc.

I.

ITAN DKR

doubt many as they City of Holland, or within a distance of 15
now recall some incidents of their trips miles therefrom and who have served In the
Army or Navy of the United States, durenjoy them more than at the time of their
occurrence. We will relate a few of our ing the late War of the Rebellion, and

As

T^E ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer

Hardware.

shall be open to al) persons residing in the

technically

" No

call “sticker*.

“

we

beach, dry ................. 2 50
green ............... .. 9 25
Hemlock Bark..
®5 25 trip.
Staves, pork, white oak, .............
@10 00
we were going from
York to
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ...........
Hudson, on the N. Y. Central
Hudson
Heading bolts, hardwood ............
8 75
Stave bolts, softwood ......................
2 75 River Road, the conductor cried out: "ten
Stave bolts, hardwood .................... 8 X) minutes for refreshments." The train had
Railroad ties, ...............................
18
CFrsln,

-ads.

my heated mind

@350

General Dealcra.
jP 'pri 'ilege of

to look to

Onions, ^ bushel ......

Hay,

"
“

L

Constitution of the Holland Soldiers' Union.

with an eihilerating thought,after having

Weed, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ....................$ 8 00
green ...................
2 75

800
10

261.

erned as in the following articles set forth:

Timothy Seed, « bushel.
Wool, $ lb.....: ........

9 H. | 6 n. I 1 T.
00
00
00
00
00
00

NO.

Article 1. This organizationshall be
known
aa the " Holland Soldiers' Union."
finished a translation of Hebrew or Greek,
Art.
2. The membership of this Union
in which we had to work bard to find the

Honey, V
M., A SON, General Dealers In
Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-

and constrains us

it,

an excellent mode to cool

VfEYER

EID8EM A J.
lli Furniture4

IERT18ING:

glarltrtis.

Sec advertisement.

O

6
8
10
17
85
40

©ut

Druggist A Pharmacist : a full
stock of goodsappertalning
to the business

r

this world, and teaches us

WHOLE

Err the purpose of keeping in kindly remembrance old associates and associations,
the “Rock that is higher than we." But
formed during those memorable years that
if this remembrancela not pleasant to me,
were spent in the sertice of our country,
l often find pleasure in transportingmyduring the late War of the Rebellion,toe
the undersignedhate organised ourselves
self in imagination and live over the
into an Association,to be known and govmerry momenta of our trip, and find this
delights of

River Street.

YU AL8H HEBER,
*

1877.

not to put entire confidence In the passing

XTAN PUTTEN, W*.,

t

of

pleasures

fumeries. Eighth street.

RdPAPEE,

HliEISAU,

Witches sad Jswtlry.

17,

gestion of his present trouble he would ex-

plode with
tions,

a perfect volley

hence

I

gave him an opportunityby

friend, denouncing America, people, Cenall,

to the

amusement

of all

near

Just received Moody and Sankey Hymn us, encouraged by a grumbling old lady
Books, or Sacred Songs at
whose husband had lost his seat also and
L. T. RANTERS.
was now compelled to ait with another. I

the

Union. They

shall

whenever occurring and

take

such meas-

ures to carry out the inteut and spirit of
the organization as they

may deem proper^

necessary.

Art. 8.

whatever

All contribullona, for

purpose, shall be voluntary, a membership fee and an annual due

of

fifty cents

excepted, unless otherwiseordered by the
Union.
Art. 9. Thisconstitution can

he

ed only at an annual meeting, and

amend-

by

not

W., New Meat Market, near corner
Stop at Steketee’a and try hia 40 cents pittiedpoor America, and wondered how
and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sauless than a two-thirds vote of the members
Japan Tea.
sages constantly on hand.
Toledo.
it la possible that so many still keep compresent.
A.M
ing from Europe, to live in such an awful
705
Cleveland.
3 40 TT’UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds ot, meats and
by-laws.
F. M
P.M. III vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
The Question has been for a long time country, where as our friend said, “if you
1 16
Buffalo.
7 55
Article 1. The Constitution and Bywhat will you do with dead animals. The don’t elbow your way through on your
XTAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
undersigned
whose place ofbosi ness is near own accord, and help yourtelf,you come Laws of the Holland Soldlera' Union shall
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
tfioh. Lake Shore B&U Boad.
be read at each annua) meeting.
Metz’s
Tannery,
will hold himself in readand twine; 8th street.
off second best, alwaya” And I mentally
inesss to remove all dead animals at his
Art. 2. Each member when joining
Taken Effect, Monthly, May 29, 1876.
Mafiubetorin, Killi, Shopi, Ito.
own expense, by simply notifying him congratulated England, when he said:
the Union shall sign the conatitution and
thereof.
“Bah! it’s not so in England!”
Oelne North.
doing South.
pay an entrance fee of fifty cent*.
TEEMING, W. H., Manntactnrerof Plows, Br
Bknbard
Wick.
No. 4
No. 2
STATIONS.
No. 3
No. 1
Improved machineryIs enabled to sell the
At another time on the same road we
p. m. p. ra.
Holland,
Aug.
28,
29-ly
p. m. a. m.
Art. 8. At the conclusion of each anregularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
8 20 12 15
Muskegon
2 no
were amused, at seeing in the seat imme8 00
lower prices than any snrroandingtown. Plow
nual
meeting, and circumstances permit745 11 45
Perrysburg
2 30
8 50
points gronnd to order. 10th street west of River st.
Holloway’s Pills and Ointment.— diately in front of ua a young couple. He
7 40 11 40
Grand Haven
2 40
9 00
ting, a social gathering shall be held,
Scrofula was considered incurable until
6 50 11 11
Pigeon
3 13
9 50
YTEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of andDealerln the great discovery of “Holloway’sPills took two large oranges from hia pocket, which the Executive Board shall make the
5 45 10 85
Holland
3 55 11 15
1 1
Agricultural Implements ; commission agent
5 17 10 15
Fillmore
4 12 11 45
and Ointment” flashed upon the world. gave her one, with a contentedaide glance necessary
v
for Mowing Machines • cor. 10th River street.
4 00 9 25
Allepan
5 00
1 15
Diseases which baffle the skill of the med- at her. He bites a little bole into hia
Art. 4. Decorationday shall be duly
PAUELS. VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors ical schools, readily yield to these peer- orange and compressing his mouth to re.
observed.
of Ptu/rper MUU; (Steam Saw and Flour less remedies. Scurvy, Erysipelas,Saltsemble as near na possible a capillary tube
Directory.
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
reum, Itch, and all cutaneous eruptions
Art. 5. Upon being informed of th e
are curable by them. 25 cents per box or applies the orange to it, and enjoys it huge- death of a resident member it shall be the
TTERBEBK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof the pot.
ly. She eyes him and still holds her orange
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildAttornayi.
duty of the President or Secretary forthing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
now this and then that way, seemingly at
Cheap
John
has
come
to
town
again
with to call a special meeting of the Union,
roWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
9
1 Notary Public; River street.
with his half price store, and offers better a loss, until ahe says: “Why, how can you in order to make or assist in making suitNotary Pnbliei
bargains than ever before. The stock con- manage your orange so nicely
“Well!
BEEBURNB, S. W., Blendon, Mich., Attorney
able arrangements for bis funeral, and
pOBT, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance sists of Boots and Shoes, Crockery and
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
well! haven’t you learned this yet? Let
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyanc«r;Col- Glassware. Groceries, Dry Goods, Furniwith a view of renderinga membership of
j°
°f Mortgagesand collections.
lections made In Hollandand vicinity.j
me show you." And ahe, like a dear,
ture and Notions. The best Sewing Mathis Union more appreciative, all funeral
i A M<I|b.
U 80 Bt tht bt°rC °fJ A‘
ready scholar, receivesher first lesson in
TXTAL8H, H., Notary Public, Coinfeyancer, chinea jM less than half price. All goods
honors by this Union shall be limited to
BN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
*"6 Insurance Agent Office, A/y Z)nm boughf here that do not prove satisfactory “orange eating.”
its deceased members.
Agent Office in Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor, Store, bih
can ni returnedand money refunded. At
^street
We
will relate one more incident. One
Art. 6. For conduct unbecoming a
the oft store of J. W. Boeman.
nnieiui
CHEAP JOHN. morning at six o’clock a friend (if he reads man and a gentleman, the Union may exBakirln.
.00

A M.
8 40
A. M.

Chicago.

UTKAU
J Eighth

by

audit all accounts, fill vacancies in office

of denuncia- and

asking him a question.Away went our
tennial and

wise directed

T1
a

Dead Animals.

v

U

1876.

'W

arrangements.

V

f

1

(o~

^ °

street.

toSINK.G.J. A.

I

cte

TYEST, R.

Proprletror ofOIty Bakery;

D

hia

B.,

f

Surgeon and Physician. Office at

residence, OverIJsel, Mlrrh.

For

the

excuse me for telling it) pel any of its members; provided, that
and myself started up one of the Catakill doe notice of snch proposed action thall
mountains to find him a “cane.” Having be given to the accused party, if at the
this he will please

Holland City New:
Etoollectioni.

i-

ANrw.LR:^bfic8*,^’ld'nc,'oppo,Ue

If memory often causes one invotutarily
T EDEBOER. B. Pbyalclan And Surgeon : Office to dwell unwillingly and painfullyupon
JJ corner Eleventh and Hirer street eppoeite
JoM'",cgo,r"d&0'»public
rr
pant unpleasant occurrencea,making the
t
•
present
gloomy, and causes one to shudder
Vf ORRIS, 8. L, Physician) and Surgeon. Office*
Books sad StsttsaiTj.
i’A ®TcrE. Hirold’bBoot and Shoe Store* when he looks into the dark labyrinth of
Eighth street. f
-ANTERS, L. T. Dealer in Books, Stationthe unknown future,it also enables one, in
Office at D. those momenta when the mind is unoccuTos''
laakifigaui Ischuft.

square.

streets.

7

Boots sad Shots.

J
Eighth

Osatist.

[Nee D. M. Dental Surgeon; residence and ofJT flee on Eighth Street opposite Bdkker 4
fun Raalte.

XT ANTBR8, A. m! Agent for Ottawa and AlleV. ?“T.Co?0,K/for the “Howe Sewing Machine. Dealer* In fciwdlct end attachment a.

Brags aad kodlelsM.
Weed, lark, Xte.

SNI8 4 BK0EK, dealers In Drugs. Medicines,

ITANTKRS, HJ

Dealer In Stare*, Wood and
offlq^ithla reeldence,Eighth etreet.
>ib4 Oigata.

prescript!

!

Eighth si.

came
den

at

he went

nearer and nearer nntil all of a sud-

down came my

describing

all

friend cane and

ail,

IsorU of geometricalflgnres,

eyes closed wliie he no doubt

saw

all the

pied with the present, and not engaged in

stars, until h| landed unhurt in the dry-

clay dust of

a

few delightful momenta in remem- be about

Thus, when I call to mind tho weeks of and p
severe illoesa which terminated my cen- "Pslia
tennial trip, it suggests to me the serious more
thought that in God's infinitely wise and
blessed Providence,the Mter is often, yes,
alwayi mingled with the tweet of this life.

We

say wise

and

blessed Providence,

because (he thought of
us in our ntabi

i

for myself,

the hill, trimming it as

bering past pleasant scenes and incideuts. Rising,

street.

I remained

the bottom time be can be fonnd within the jurisdicup. tion of the Union.
Soon I heard a rustlingin the bushes, it
Art. 7. Full records shall be kept by

of

considerations and plans for the future, to

KROLD, E., Manufacturer of md dealer in V AUPELL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer in
spend
. Boots and Shoes, Leather. PlndlngH,etc.;
Haraeaa, Trunk/, Saddles and Whips;
street.

one

this

often checks

toconaUj^^lAjittiinea,

inordinut**"'trsoHEL^L^iBelading

the Secretary of

all meetings,

demonstra-

tions and public occasions, which the

Union

may

formally attend.

He

shall

of all meetings.
Art. 8. At the annaal meeting the

also give proper notice

teroad which happened to Treasurershall render an itemized account
and a half Inches deep, of bis receipts and disbursementsfor the
entirely with dust, rubbing

he

fiscal year.

Art. 9. The historian shall
- compile
I almost fell!”-----It’s no and preserve all written articles left with

said in all serionsness:

Albert,

my him by the members of the Union, and it
my “cane" is enjoinedupon each member to famish

Jnst for me to say, that in

of

laughter I struck

round and broke it in two pieces, in writing some incident of his career aa
was Au torn to laugh, whenJlA^ a soldier,

brokq^^BL Art. 10.

oblique look at my
“Say, John,!
the almost..
ib.

9, 1877.

Th

ft

Returning Board, testified before the Congres- the Queen, for the first time in many years,
sional committee

on the

7th inst. Kenner said

opening the session in person. In her speech

former opposing and the latter advocating
recess. Speaker Randall maintained
that, accordingto the spirit of the ElectoralCom-

a

i-7.
IraimdB,

committe
he had no knowledge of any alternations having she severely denounced the Turks for their mission act, it was comix'tcntfor the House to take
the ooi
been made in the Vernon parish return, or of bloody crimes in Bulgaria — It is now definitely a recess, and overruledthe point of order. Mr.
reasons
Hale appealed from the decision. Mr. Cox moved to
any papers having been burned or destroyed, announced that the veteran Russian diplomat.
lay the appeal on the table,which was carried— 156
8 agr
nor aid ho know of any proposition for receiving Prince Gortschakoff, has retired from the to 76. Tlie motion to take a recess till Monday was
to the j(
money for any act ih connectionwith the elec- Imperial Cabinet at 8t Petersburg, and is then carried— 163 to 108.
by the
CITY, MICHIGAN.
toral votet the Returning Board, ho said, did succeeded by Count Adlerberg. Ill health
Monday, Fob. 12.— Senate.— No bimineBs
Batjtrday,Feb]
nofcfeel safe— felt intimidated—hence the neces- and long service are the reasons given
was transacted In the Senate. At 2:30 p. m., in resembled in the
sity for troops to protect them. . Eaton testified by Gortschakoff for resigninghis portfolio____
that he did not see Littlefield or any one else Dispatches from Constantinople say that the sponse to a notification from the House, it proceeded ing of the joun
make erasures in the originalreturns; Little- Bultan favors the employment of foreigners, to the Representatives’chamber for the purpose of
Monday.
field never asked him to assist in making any
and especially Englishmen, in the administra- resumingthe count of the electoral votes.
Monday, Feb.
THE EAST.
alterations.Woodward, in his testimony,said tion of the reforms ordained in the now constiHouse.— Mr. Knott offered a resolution to rehe worked with Littlefield on the returns the tution, and that the removal qf the late Prime commit the Florida case back to the ElectoralCom- bled in tho aftentfl
New York papers chronicle the death of John
night of Dec. 3, when the alteration is alleged Ministef will secure the fulfillment. of these demission. Messrs. Hale and Wilson raised points of cates and accomp*
O'Mahoney, the well-dnowp Fenian leader.
to have been made, but did not See him making signs, and a vigorouspolicy and rapid progress
A fire at Scranton, Vt, last week, destroyed any erasures; first heard of the Vernon parish in the liberalizationof the institutionsof the order that the resolution was out of order, Louisianafrom the]
and that the House had no power to refer conventionof Gob
empire ____ Austria is concentrating a largo anything to the commission. The Speaker sus$100,000 worth of business property — It is transfer when he came to Washington.
Tuesday was thenyl
Ex-Gov. Stearns, of Florida, was before the force on the Bosnian frontier, and the occupa- tained the point of order, and said that only the
reported from Philadelphiathat a movement is
tion of Northern Turkey is believed to be in- joint convention of the two house* could refer the
on foot lookingto the formation of a giaantio House PrivilegesCommittee, on the 9th inst. tended.
matter to the tribunaL The debate on ausUining the
A 0HAPT1
decision was then begun, and was carried on with
coal combination by owners of mines and heavy He testifiedthat ho never received or sent any
Roumama
has disbandedher reservesand much warmth and earnestness. The Speakerwas
stock-holdersin what are known as the coal telegram saying that we (meaning the RepubThree men wc
sent them home, being apparently convinced sustained in his decision,the vote standing 167 to 97,
roads. It is said the operators in the Lehigh
licans) must have Louisiana, Florida and
The resolution declaring the Tilden electors in Pa., a few days arl
region have already signed an agreement limitthat the danger of war is over.
Florida electedwas agreed to by a vote of 168 to 103.
Bottth Carolina, by fair means or foul. Never
ing the productionof their mines.
Earl Rohhkll has given notice to the English A resolutionwas then passed informingthe Senate ftn iron mine.
received a telegram from anybody outside the
A. G. Croiji
John C. Tracy, President,and J. L. Chap- Htate requesting him to send couriers for re- House of Lords that ho will move that England that the House was ready to proceed with the count.
Joint Session.— The Senate entered,and the joint
turns which must be made to show a majority
minus several If ,
man, cashier of the Farmers’ and Mechanics
shall cease all diplomatic intercourse with Tim.or Hayes. He said the dispatch from W. k!
convention was called to order. The resolutionsof
ing with a buzr
National Bank of Hartford,Ct, have been ar- Chandler,
ler, "Bismarck
“Bismarck ougnt
ought to
to come hero at key, on the ground that that nation is still bar- the Senate and House in referenceto the vote of Florbarous
and
unworthy
of
rank
among
the
onrested— the former for misdemeanor in falsify- once, "was sent to C. D. Willard,
llard, of
c
George Flw lit
ida were read, and Mr. Ferry said that, as the two
ing accounts, and the latter for the embezzle- and had referenceto railroad matters. Nothing ^htened people of Europe . It is reported that houses did not agree, the dedaion would stand. recently ae<y.~j
.ut money
telegram wwhich
tl10 Engnsh mine-ownershave resolved to im- The tellers then recordedfour votes for Hayes
ment of $75,000. They gate bonds to appear was said about
.ny telegram
l
money m any
Marion
before the United States Court The total loss passed between himself and
id persons in the port cheap labor from China ____ A dispatch from and Wheeler. The convention then proceeded
Calcutta
reports
that
a
gunpowder
explosion
to
count,
the
Htate
of
Georgia
being
first
after
Three brig! v*
by the bank from overdraftsand Uans on poor North, and he also said he had no knowledge of
rred at Adhemabad, by which 50 Florida. No objection being Interposed to tho Annie StrileyV—
security is thought to be about $56#, 000.
any money having been received from the occurred
vote
of
Georgia,
the
eleven
votca
were
counted
ms were
were killed and 100 wounded....
North either before or after the election.... persons
for Tilden and Hendricks. Next followed in lost their live^A)^
THE WEST.
A. B. Levisee, one of the Hayes electors in At a grand parliamentary dinner in Berlin, the succession the Htate of Illinois, with twenty-onefor
Salem, M*
other
r
day,
Bismarck
expressed
himself
freely
Before the Burlington(Iowa) Board of Trade Louisiana,was examined by the Senate comHayes and Wheeler ; Indiana, with fifteen votes for
* -nd to <
ui)on the subject of the’ Eastern complication. Tilden and Hendricks ; Iowa, with eleven votes for
mittee.
He
testified
that
on
the
4th
of
Decemthe other day, a bottle was exhibited containing
ber last, in Now Orleans, one S. M. Asher, His opinionis that war is strongly probable,and Hayes and Wheeler ; Kansas, with five votes for of Mt. Pleasant, j
twenty-five or thirty young grasshoppers. They
claimingto act as the agent of Democrats, ap- that it will be begun in the form of a direct Hayes and Wheeler ; Kentucky, with twelve vote*
for Tilden and Hendricks.Then came a certificate hot soup over uj
were hatched in one nest in the neighborhood pro
roached him with an offer of $30,000to cast attack by Russia upon Turkey.
from Louisiana, showing eight votes for Hayes,
of Prescott, Adams county, in the western part his
vote in the Electoral College for
In Japan, great public interest has been ex- authenticated by Kelloggas Governor ; this was so badly that it \
of the State, and the gentleman who sent them Tilden. Levisee rejected the offer, when,
Mrs. Btani
the opening of another
cited, but no dangerous feeling, by the extraor- followed
in writes that in every square foot of ground
claims,
bribe was dinary measures of reductionof taxation. The certificate showing eight votes for Tilden, in trying to pi
there are between 100’ and 200 nests. The re- raised to $100,000. Levisee held out for $200,authenticated by McEaery as Governor.Htill a third
cent warm weather has hatched them out by 000, and the negotiationfell through. Levi- amount of relief to land owners is $16,000,000 certificate was read, purporting to be authenticated striking his lit
the milhon, but the cold weather, it is thought, see’s story is that he set the figure higher than per year. To meet this reduction expenditures by Deslonda,Secretary of Htate, with votes for arm with such
Hayes. The presidingofficer opened and presented
will kill them between this and spring.
he thought could be paid, and claims that his are cut down in even- department, and a great another certificate receivedby mall, no correspond- limb.
number
of
minor
officials
dismissed.
Gen. Miles has forwarded to military head- purpose in the affair was only to see how far
ing one haring been received by messenger. It was
steamep^
the Democrats would go ..... C. Irving
obrious from the first sentence it was a mere burquarters at Chicago a report of his engagebound
from
Hi
lesque. It commenced by certifying that John
Ditty, of Maryland, one of the “visitFORTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
ment with the hostile tribes of Bioux and ing statesmen^at New Orleans during
Smith had lieen chosen elector from the First was recently
District ; John Smith No. 2 from the Second
Chevcnno Indians under Crazy Horse, fought the count, was caU(*d -before the House comAU on board, f
Tuesday, Feb. 6.— Senate.— Mr. Cameron re- John Smith No. 3 from the Third ; John
on tie 8th of January. The fight lasted five mittee, and testified to the bad reputaHmith'N'o. 4 from the Fourth ; John Smith No. 5 ished.
truth and ported a bill from the Committee on Foreign Ikla- from the Fifth ; John Smith No. 6 from the Sixth ;
hours. The Indian camp of 600 lodges ex- ion of tMaddox
Christian Angi
tended three miles along the valley of the veracity, and said he would not be- tione to promotetelegraphiccommunicationbetween and John Smith and John Smith to be electorsat
Tongue river below Hanging Womans’ creek. lieve him on oath. Witness admitted, this country and Europe ____ The bill for the relief of large. It followed tho usual formalities,and certi- ing in a shaft
They were driven through the canons of Wolf in answer to a question, that he was at Little- Bettlers upon public lands under the Pre-emption fied that the eight electoral votes of Louisiana had killed by the
or Panther mountains in the direction of the field's quadroon ball in New Orleans. A num- laws was passed ____ Mr. Wisdom, from the Commit- been cast for Cooper and Cary. The paper pur- rock weighing foi
to be signed by “ John Smith, Company 2,
Big Horn mountains. The Indian loss is ber of other gentlemenof both visiting com, tee on Appropriations, reported adversely on the ported
Bulldosers.Governorof Louisiana,” and wound up
known to be severe. Gen. Miles lost four mittoeswere there, including Lyman Trumbull. House bill to pay Capt. Eads $500,000 on his Jetty with the motto, *• Such is life lu Louisiana."Subse- fortunate man, ci
killed and eight wounded. The hos- An excited war of words occurred at this point contract ____ The Henate refused to pass the bill abol- quently the presiding officer directed the paper to ribly.
ishing the WashingtonHoard of PoliceCommissiontiles were well armed, but otherwise between members of the committeeaim wit- ers over’ the President’sveto. Vhc vote stood Itl to be omitted from the proceedingsof the Joint
Two LITTLE chile
convention.Senator McDonald submittedan obappeared to be in a destitute condition.A num- ness, Mr. Sparks having said he believed Judge 2*2— not two-thirds.
and
Catherine He*
jectionto the Hayes and Wheelercertificates, on the
ber of prisoners were capturedwith frozen Trumbull would designate witness’ story as
Houhk.— The House devoted the most of the day, ground that the Hayes electors had been duly years, while crossing a’
limbs, and were living on horse meat
Ad- stuff. Capt. Ditty replied angrily that if the
elected ; that their electionhad not been certified by
in committee of the whole, to the consideration of
Louis, the other day, were,
vices from Arizona state the Apache Indians Chairman meant to insinuate that his (witness’)
William P. Kellogg, who claimed to be, but in fact
the
Deficiency
Appropriation
bill ____ A resolution
are killing and plundering the settlers in the statement was untrue,he (the Chairman) aswas not, Governor of the State of Louisiana, and instantly killed by a
southeasternpart of the Territory. The Gov- sumed somethingwhich he had no right to was adopted ordering the printing of the testimony because the ReturningBoard of said State was with- tie bodies being liorril
ernor has sent a message to the Territorial Leg- assume. Witness continued— AU parties went tyken before the House committee on Louisiana af- out Jurisdiction,for the reason that the laws of
fairs.
Louisianaconferred no power on the Returning
William Stuckey
islature asking for an appropriationof money to the ball as a matter of curiosity.One of the
Wednesday.Feb.7.— Senate.— The Senate in- Board to can) ass or compile the votes, since they were chopping wood
to raise and equip a force of whites and friend- features of the ball was a woman with pink
constituted but four of the five persons required
sisted upon its amendments to the MilitaryAcademy
ly Indians to carry on a rigorous campaign eyes.
by law, since these four were of the same political Stuckey bent over to pij
against the hostiies.Ho expresses the fear
Appropriation
bill,
and
a
committee
of
conference
party, and since there was a vacancy in said as Latham’s ax was
John F. Mdlherin, one of the clerks of the
that under the present condition of affairs.
Istard, which four members had refusedto fill;
Louisiana Returning Board, was before the was ordered ____ Mr. Ingallsreported with an amendthe blade struck him in*
Hontheastern Arizona . must be abandoned by
ment the Senate bill to enable Indiansto become because four members of the Returning Board bad
House prerogative committee
the citizens ____ Messrs. Hamlin.Doraey and Davis were full knowledge that the true compilation of votes head, cutting
frightfi
white settlers.
would have shown that the Tilden electors hud causing death in a short til
testified that some affidavits appointed the new conference committee on the part
At Toledo,Ohio, the other day, a lad named 10th.
l>cen
duly
elected
;
because
said
board
bad
offered
of the Senate on the bill involving the restorationof
were made by clerks of the board in the comthe fast mall train and the franking privilege ____ for money to sell the State of Louisiana, aud beGiarles Kruck, 16 years of age, was sent by his
Henry Yeager, of Oregc
piling-room. Don’t know whether they were The Senate discussed, withoutaction, the bills to cause A. B. Levisee- aud O. H. Brewster, of the Remother to a grocery store to make some used. Most any name was signed to affidavits. pay ('apt. Eades $500,000for bis jetties,and to amend publicanelectors,held officesof trust under the into the muzzle of hiftj
purchases for her. The store had a gin-mill at- Dec. 2 witness saw with Littlefield and Maj. the Pacific Railroad acts so as to create u sinking Government of the United Statesat the time of their day, to find out whetlu
tachment, in which three brutes were carous- Eaton a slip of paper containing the total of fund for the liquidation of the Indebtedness due appointment us electors. The objection is signed at the same time raising!
by McDonald, Stevenson,Saulubury, Bogy, Sening. They made the lad drunk, and then in- the electoralvote. The majorityof those of the Government by the' Union 1*801110____ The Sen- ators
; Jenks, Wilson, Tucker,Levy, Ellis aud Mor- his foot. The man’s footelij
ate refused, by a vote of 20 yeas to 23 nays, to conduced him to wander off with them. In their the Democrats was about 4,000. Saw afterward
Messrs. Gibson and Wood, gun went off, sending th)chf
cur in the House amendment to the Deficiency bill rison. Representatives.
walks they came to a high bridge over a creek. that a change had been made in the figures. ordering a reduction of the price of compositionin of New York, submitted further objections,
The boy l(M>ked down on the ice below, said, Heard Gov. Wells in conversation with Little- the Government Printing Office.
in iM-lialiof the Democrats,to the Hayes electors. his head, killing him insmti”
Mr. Howe submitted objectionsto the Tilden certififield in Abell's office, Dec. 2. Could
•* I guess lil take a dive." and, imitatingsuch
A frightful coUisiouDccTred
Houhk.— The House consideredthe Deficiency
an action, sprang over the railing and struck not hear what they said. Dec. 6 saw Appropriationbill. An amendment was adopted eates, on the ground that there was no evidence that Southeastern railway,iar lerkt
those electors had l>een|appointedin such manner as
upon his head upon the ice below, crushing his them again in conversation in a very lowthe Legislature directed ; while there was evidence tioji^lJl^u few ^ ilHYqip
tone in a clerk's room. Saw Littlefield take prohibiting the Copgrcsaiomil Printer from paying
skull and killing himself instantly.
conclusive in law that neither of them hail T»een so
more
for
composition
than
the
average
paid
in
New
The exceptions taken to the rulings and sen- from a desk a paper and make some erasures York, Baltimoreand Philadelphia____ Mr. Blount, appointed ; also on the ground that there was no train nroke in twb'*j md nf ter pf
about a quarter of an hour after conversing
evidence that
'* * McEnery was Governor of
of Loiiis^ short cnrvek and the latter portion wad
tence of John D. Lee, the Mountain Meadow- with Gov. Wells. The committee examined from the (’ommittee on Appropriations, reported
the Naval Appropriation bill. The bill appropriates iuna in the year 1876, while there was conclusiveleft standing Oil a bridge,
A coal train
evidence that Kellogg was during the year 1876
D
murderer, have been overruledby the Supreme Postmaster General Tyner relative to the resig- $12,494,752.
came
thundering
along, and the cars obfor
several
years
prior
thereto
Governor
of
Uiat
Court of Utah Territory, and the District nation of Watts, the alleged ineligibleOregon
Thursday. Feb. 8.— Senate.— The creden- State, and was recognized as such by the judicial structing the track were torn all to
Court has been ordered to fix another day for elector, and elicitedthe fact that the latter retials of Senator-elect Garland,of Arkansas,were and legislative d^artments of Louisiana, and by the
the execution. Lee’s only hope now lies in an signed his postmastership,by telegraph,on
departments of the Government of the United pieces. The engine and eleven ears of
appeal to the United States Supreme Court ____ Nov. 13, 1876. The written resignation was filed ____ The bill to pay Capt. Eads for his Missis- States. All of the certificates from Louisiana, with the coal train went over the bridge, and
sippi jetties was indefinitely
|>OBtponed____ The In- the papers accompanyingthem, were then sent to the
Spotted Tail, chief of the Bioux Indians, ac- not received at the department until Dec. 9.
dian Appropriation bill was discussed,amended and Electoral Commission for judgment aud decision, were heaped up in a great wreck. The
companied by 200 warriors,has left Spotted Watts' successoras Postmaster was appointed passed.
fireman and engineer of the coal trail
and the Senate withdrewto its chamber.
Tail agency for Tongue river, for the purpose Nov. 23.
House.— Mr. Hale read a letter addressed to him
were
killed, and two brakemen receive
GENERAL.
of counselingCrazy Horse and his band of hosinjuries from which they can hardlv re
tiies to accept the terms offered by the GovernRecent deaths : At San Francisco,Rear Ad- by the members of the Louisiana ReturningBoard,
THE ELECTORAL TRIBUNAL.
stating that they were confinedin a dark, damp
ment, viz., to surrendertheir arms and ponies.
cover.
miral James Alden, of the United States navy ; dungeon of the cellar of the Capitol, and offered a
resolution
directing
that
they
be
removed
to
l»etter
at Milwaukee,D. H. Richards, the pioneer
Tuesday, Feb. 6.— The commissionwas in
-fir THE SOUTH.
Rlue Light Without Glass.
quarters,where their health may not l>e endangered.
editor and printer of Wisconsin ; at Cin- After a lengthydiscussion,the resolution was re- Hecret Herndon tho whole day, debating the
A ship drawing nineteen feet of water has
A
traveling
agent, who has been concinnati. Mrs. Susan Bowler, a sister of Hon. ferred....The Deficiency Appropriation bill was unquestionof the admiHsihility of evidence in the
passed through Capt. Eads' jetty channel at George H. Pendleton,and Mrs. Sarah Peter, the der discussion when t^c House adjourned.
fined to his bed in Peoria, 111., for sevFlorida cane.
the mouth of the Mississippi river. There is mother of Hon. Rufus King ; at Washington,
eral weeks from an attack of rheumatism,
Friday, Feb. 9,^-Senate.— Bills were introWednesday, Feb. 7.— On motion of Juk^co
Rear Admiral Wilkes, of the United States navy.
now a good straight channel through the
put some blue tissue-paperin front of
duced appropriating $7,000to defray the expenses of
Ex-President Leudo, Gen. Escobedo, and the Electoral Commission, and to authorize and Miller, ordered that no evidencewill he received the window-panes in his room last week,
shoal at the head of Booth Pass, with a minimum depth of twenty-two feet.
several other distinguishedexiles, arrivedat equip an expedition to the Arctic seas, according to or consideredby the commisHion which was not and, after basking in blue light for
The following dispatch has been received New York last week, by steamer from Aspin- the plans suggested by Capt. Howgato ____ The bill to submitted to the joint convention of the two twenty-fourhours, was able to make his
encourage and promote telegraphiccommunication houses by the President of the Henate, with
at the Internal Revenue Office, at Washing- wall ____ The. foundations of the incompleted
betweenAmerica and Europe was passed. It incor- different certificates,except Huch as relates toilet, draw on his boots, travel and
ton, from Revenue Agent Wagner, dated Washington monument, at the national capital, porates a company to construct a new Atlanticcable,
drum up trade.
are pronouncedinsecure by engineers, and its with the Americanend at Baltimore ____ The bill to to the eligibilityof F. O. Humnhreya, one of
Greefisboro,N. C. : “Deputy Marshal Robertthe electors. The vote is as followH : IWm—
amend
the
Pacific
Railroad
acts
was
debuted.
demolitionand reconstruction
recommended.
son, of Booth Carolina, Just reportstwo men
MARKETS.
House.— The House passed the Deficiency Appro- Bradley. Edmunds, Frelinghuysen. Garfield,
killed and several wounded by illicit distillers
WASHINGTON.
Hoar, Miller, Morton, Btrong— 8. Nay*— Abpriation
bill,
and
the
bill
to
provide
for
the
distriburaided on by him without troops. Am burnNEW YORK.
Ixitt, Bayard, Clifford, Field, Hunton, Payne,
The case of ex-SocretaryBelknap was finally
Beeves .....
tion of the Mexicanclaims awards.,.. Mr. Morrison,
ing to proviae Maj. Stewart with horses,so we
8 73 @11
Thurman—
7.
On
motion
of
Mr.
Abbott,*
re......
disposedof, in the Criminal Court of the Dis6 40
can stop this resistance."
Chairman of the sjiecial committee on Louisiana solved tlmt in the case of Florida this commis- 1 linos.
(;OTTon ...........................
0 Vo?- 6
A brilliant ball won given at the navy yard, trict of Columbia, last week. The District At- aJIsirs,submitted the. report of that committee, sion will receive evidencerelatingto the eligi- Fujun-lKupcrfiiic W.-iiu rn!
r> 40 J
which concludes with a resolutiondeclaring that the bility of FrederickC. Humphreys,or of persons 1 whkat-No. 2 Chicago.
' i 4;i
Norfolk,Va., last week, in honor of the Russian torney entered a nolle prosequi, saying that he
Democratic
electors received a majority of votes In
did so by directionof the Attorney General.
named in certificateNo. 1 as elector. IVaa— 1 <:obn— Western Mixed .............. 55
Grand Duke Alexis.
The Attorney General’s report, which was tiled the State of Louisiana ; that the pretended canvass Abbott,Bayard. Bradley, Clifford, Field, Hun- ' OATs-^Vrtem Mixed .............. 33
and compilation of votes for electors by the Board of
Martin Henry and William Henry Simpson, in the case, contained an indorsement by the Returningofficers was without authority of ton, Payne. Thurman— H.
8.
Acn/s— Edmunds, Rte— Westorn ......................
PonK — Now Mess .................. 16 75
both colored, were hung at Port Tobacco, Md., Presidentapproving this course, giving as rea- law, fraudulent, and void, and that the Frelinghuysen.Garfield, Hoar, Miller. Morion, Laud— Steam ................. ..... 11
sons the improbability of a conviction, “ the long vote, of hut State cannot lie counted for Btrong— 7. The Secretaryof the commission
CHICAGO.
on the 9th of February, for the murder of John
sufferingof the ex-Secretary,and the great Hayes and Wheeler without the confirmation and was ordered to inform counsel that it willl be Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ...... 5 50 »
W. Everett
expense to which he has been subjected." ____ approval of illegal and fraudulent action by said Re- prepared to-morrow to hear argument touching
Choice Native*.; ..........4 so
Board ...... Mr. Townsend submitted a mi- the eligibilityof Humphreys.
Cows aud Heifew .....
2
A dispatch from C’artersville,Ga., says that Suit has been commenced in one of the Wash- turning
nority report recommending the addption of a resoGood Second-cksi Steers..3 90
ington courts against Senator Simon Cameron
Thursday, Feb. 8.— The commission heard
Lieut McIntyre, of the Second Infantry,was
lutiondedaringtlmt the Republicanelectors have
Medium to Fair ...........4 25
by a female departmentclerk, for breach of been electedin Louisiana, and that the electionwas
5 ^
testimony upon the question of the eligibility Hoos— Live .........................
killed in tfye Frog mountains by illicit distillers promise. The lady— a Pennsylvania widow,
examined Into, determined,declared and promulFLoup— Fancy White Winter ....... 7 00
in ambush, attacks upon the Governmentforces fair and forty—claims $50,000 damages. Sen- gated by the proper authoritiesof said Htate, under of F. 0. Humphreys, one of tho Florida Be*
Good to Choice Spring Ex . 5 00
having been made by distillers,thirty in num- ator Cameron says that the suit is stimulatedby all the forms of law. and In complancewith the con- publican electors. Humpluevs testified that Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 ;u stitution
of
the
United
States.
Both
reitorts
were
ber, under cover of night'.
. Ex-Congressman blackmailers,' who will lie exposed. The SenaNo 8 Spring..'. ...........1 19
he resigned the office of United States CommisCons— No. 2 ....................... 41
James K. Johnson, of Owensboro, Kv., re- tor. some time ago. procured a situation for the ordered printed and recommitted.
sioner (Ai the 5th of October,and produceda
Saturday, Feb. 10.— Joint Ke^hion.—Precise- letter fnam Judge Woods, of that date, written
cently committed suicide by shooting him- plaintiffin the Treasury department, but she
self through the heart with a rifle.
was dismissed,and he declined to have her re- ly at 1 o’clock the Senatorstook their seats in joint at NewarkmO.,acceptingthe resignation.\rr
Bareev— No. 2 ..................... oi
stored.
session with the House mcml>ere, and President Ferry gument upl the case was then opened,Judge Butter— Creamery ................. ly
POLITICAL.
16
The TreasuryDepartment prohibits the im- took the chair. The decision of the ElectoralCom- Hoadley, of Democratic counsel,leading off. Eons— Fresh.., ............
Gov. Wells was again before the Hons#
::i5
He was followed by Messrs. Bhellabargerand pobk— Mess ..............
portation
of
meat,
cattle, and hides of meat mission having been read, written objectionswere
committee, on the 6th inst.,and, in an answer
.......... 10 V
made to It by Representative Field on the part of five Evarts on the other side. Mr. Merrick closing Lab»> .................
MILWAUKEE.
to a question by David Dudley Field as to cuttle from Germany until furtherorders, con- Senators and twelve Representatives,and then the' the argument oil behalf of the Democrats.
Wheat— No. ........
j 40 0
two houses separated. sequent upon the rinderpest there.
whether, in canvassing the Louisian* returns,
No. 2 ........
1 ^
Friday, Feb. W.— The commission was ocHenate.— The Chair proncntcd'a communication
cobn— No. 2 ............
44
he liad altered any figures or destroyedany reFOREIGN.
cupied, in secret session, from 10 a. m. to 6
from
the President of the ElectoralCommission,inOats— No. 2 ........... .j ...........34
turns, stated that he declined to answer* any
A Conrtantinope dispatchsays the dismissal
forming the Senate that It has decided upon the mat- p. m., in debate uwn the Florida case, in which Bye .................... I!;!!”!”" 72
questiontouching the action of the board until
Baulky— No. 2 ...... ........ 74
the House gave him his libertyand relieved him of Midhat Pasha is attributedto his schemes ters aubmited concerningthe electoralvotes from every one of tho fifteen members by turns parST. LOUIS. * *.
Florida.
The
objections
to
the
decisions
of
the
eomticipated.Two or tkroe of the Judges and sev-J
of his disability.He wanted to know “ whether of constitutional reform,which are regarded by
Wheat-No. 2 Red Fall ...... 149 (
he Was tliopeer of any member of the committee, the Sultan as encroachingon his imjierial pre- mhadon submitted by Mr. Field were read. A long era! of the Senatorialmembers read elaborately OoRn— Western Mixed ............’
debate iook
ucduu'
took place as 10
to the
me lonn
form oi
of the
me <i
questions sus- prepared opinionsupl
the main points at issne. Oats— No. 2
SS*
or a mere vassal." A number pf questionswere rogative ; also to the discovery of a conspiracy
- objections
' filed by Held, and and the discussionis] nunderstood
tainingor overrulingtbe
to have beejk
put to the witness concerning his action as a to dethrone the Sultan and rek
him by ex- an order submitted by Mr. Whyte that the Senate do
.w IW
ent to it* close, of fix16 7(1
member of the Returning Board, to all of which Sultan Murad ____ The ravages' f small-pox are not concur in Uie decision
dx- Fork— Mess ......................
on made by Uic
Uio commission from its comme
nd ability. At the Laud.
he declined to answer until relieved of the sen- again increasing in London... There is much created under the act approvedJan. 22, 1877, but that traordinarypower
10*
1°M|
Hors ..........
5 25
fl 40
nator Edmunds sub- Cattle ........
tence imposed by the House, which holds him sufferingamong the silk w>
ors of Lyons, the votes cast by Wilkinson, Col. Robert Bullock,J. close of the debate
3 23
fi 00
B. Yonge and n. B. Hinton as the electors of Floriing, in substance, that
in duress. Charles 8. Abell, Secretaryof the France, 50,000 operativesha
been thrown da arc the true and lawful votca for President and mitted a resolution d
CINCINNATI.
- Returning Board, was also examined. Ho said
out of employmentby the
geofthe fac- Vice president of that State, and should l>c counted the four Bepublican el dors in Florida were Wheat .....
..... ......... 1 45 0
elected. Hepresontuti Hunton offered ft sub- Corn ...........
he dined with the board on Sunday, Dec. 3, at tories.
...............43
as the electoral vote of the State, was defeated by a
stituto declaring the
Iden electors elected. Oats ............
which time LittleflcM told him he had destroyed
...............
38
The
peace
propositipn su
tted
by
the strict party vote— all the DemocraticSenators pres- This substitute was rej
Bye ............. /
the Vernon parish papers. No one ordered him
*1 by the following
...............
78
ent voting In the affirmative,and the Republicans
Pobk—
Mem....".*
FWw— Abbott, 1 Fftrd, Clifford,Field, Laud ...........'* ................ 16 50
to destroy them. Witness said ho certifiedto Porte to Senia embodies libpral conditions in the negative.The following resolution vote
178 votes for the Republicans from that parish, which the latter Government can easily ac- offered by Mr. Sherman, was then adopted Hunton, Payne, Thurman 7. ATit/s— Bradley,
TOLEDO. ..... 10;,‘
having lull confidence in the clerks; knew cept, and the successful conclusio of the by a atrictparty vote — 44 to 25 ; i“ lltmilrtd, That Edmunds, Frelinghuysen,
Id, Hoar, Mil- Wheat— Ext cv ............. ...... 1
^ !
the decisionof the commission upon the electoral
ler, Morton, Strong— 8J
nothing about the transpositionof votes. negotiationsis regarded as extreme
Senator
Edproba- votes of the State of Florida stand as the Judgment
Auiber ....................
1
1 SO
Judge Davis, Chief Clerk of the board, gave ble» Waiving its former claim for ibstan- of the Senate, the objections made theretoto the munds then withdrew hi
resolution,and CORN
.......
«
Oats—
No.
2
Itepresentative
Garfield
offi
testimony similarto that of Abell, so fur as it
1 Uie following:
The Secretary was ditial guarantees,the Porto requires of Servia contrary notwithstanding.”
' I DETROIT*
4
.^j
to wit: Frederick
affected Littlefield.
rected to notify the House that, the Senate had “ JieKolwd, That four
the right of diplomatic representationat Belreached a determination
in regard to the Electoral 0. Humphreys Charles W.
. William H.
Dcju^n F. Kenner, of New Orleans, denies grade; the protection of Jews and
...................
fi0° <*«»
Commission, and was ready to meet the House for Holden, and Thomas W. j
were duty apwith native Servians;the prohit
.that be offered J. Madison Wells $200,000 to
the purpose of proceeding with the count.
pointed electors of President
Vice Presiizations and of secret
.....
House.— After the Henate had retired from the dent for the State of Florida,
i of Louisiana to Tilden. He
says
tliat the votes
to be guarded from
hall of the House a motion waa made by a Demo- cast by the aforesaid four pers
are
Uie
votes
I vote
on the Servian
of the United
cratic member to take a recess. Hale made the point provided for by the constituti
repair, and the
6
mates.” This was adopted by
following vote: Hoos— Yorkers. . ..........
of ord
long with
Edmunds,
" uysen, Gai>
Cattlm£^“ ................7(W
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THE StATO CAPITAL.
Lixsino, SUob., Feb.

ings against garninheoH; also Senate bill No. 32, to
amend section7,700, common laws of 1871, relative

1877.

12,

to

HotrsF..—Thirty-seven petitions were presented

fh©' past week has been a busy one in the
dative hulls.
aity

Members who took

the op-

affordedby a week’s adjournment to

offensesagainst chastityand morality.

I

moHt of the time lieing spent on general orders.

Wednesday,—Feb.

7.— Senate.— In the Sen-

THE FLORIDA CASE.
The Grounds Upon Which the Electoral
Commission Rentier Their DecMon.
The ElectoralCommission state the
grounds of their decision in the case of
Florida as follows : That it is not compe-

lit and consult with their constituencyre- I ate nothing of importancewas done. In the morniHed loaded down with petitions, memorials ing it passed a bill appropriating $500 per year for tent under the constitution and law, as it
two years for the State Pioneer Society. Tho after1 local bills.
existed at the date of the passage of the
noon sessionlasted only about lifteen minutes.
i the House a bill has been passed prohibitHouse.— Thirty petitionswere presented on act constitutingthe commission, to go
| the marriage of
first cousins. The quest- various subjectsand eighteen bills....The fol- into evidence aliunde the papers opened
provoked a lively discussionand con- lowiug bills were passed: liclativeto the or by the President of the Senate in the

Berlin correspondent of the London
Times: “ Midhat Pasha’s fall was occasionedby his refusal to conclude peace
with Servia unless Turkey received guarantees. As a resumption of hostilities
was probable in consequence of this resolute policy, tlie old Court party induced
the Sultan to supersede Midhnf. Unless the Sultan changes his mind, Edhem
Pasha’s administrationwill only pave the
way for a Cabinet with a decidedly pacific concession programme.”

BOLD CHICAGO BURGLARS.
Five CrackfHnen Iniprlnon a Family
Clowt ami Itnnnrk the Ilouae.

In

a

[From the ChicagoTribune.)

One of tlie boldest burglariesof the
season was that committed yesterday

afternoonat the residence of Mr. Amos
S. Seeley, at the comer of West Madison
street and Hoyne avenue. About 3 o’clock
a gang ofiive men, having tlie appearance of well-to-domechanics, one of
fliuble merriment. Borne of the old mem- ganization and tho meetings of tho Legislature; presence of the two houses, to prove that
whom carried a carpet-hag from which
Lert1 .ystided to having had “ many a good to amend section 1 of chapter 55 of the compiled other persons than those regularly cerprotruded the handle of* a hammer,
laws of 1871, lieing compiler's section 1,984, relat- tified to by the Governor of Florida, acTURKEY.
with their cousins,” and some of the ing to the observance of the tlrst day of the week
knocked at the front door of tlie house.
^members thought it hard that they to amend section (16 of an act entitled “ An art to cording to the determinationand declara- H*r Diplomatic Victory Over the “Great The only members of the family at home
incorporate the city of Ludington ;” to change the tion of their appointmentby the Board
were Mrs. Seelev, her little boy and the
Power*.”
j deprived of the same privilege— but
names of Agues B. Frye, FrancisW. Frye, Jennie
of State Canvassers prior to the time re[From the Chicago Journal.]
servant girl. Mr. Seeley, who is senior
wise law-makers were merciless and the bill M. I rye, Margaret 8. Frye, Grace B. Frye, Agnes
J. r rye, John F. Frye, and Hampton It. Frye, ot quired for the performanceof their
That Turkey in her late contest has member of the firm of Seeley, Pollard k
rpmMed by ovef fit^tbirdamajority.Of oburse the surname of Stevens.
antics, had been appointed electors ; or outwitted and outgeneraled,diplomatic- Co., was down town at his office. The
[it has yet tb run the gantlet of the Henato and
Thursday, Feb. 8.— Senate.— The Senate, in by counter proof to show they had not, ally all of her formidable antagonists, in- girl responded to the knock, and on openf gubernatorialcriticism before liecoming a law,
committee of the whole, hod under consideration and that all proceedings of the telligent and observant readers of late ing the door was informed by tho spoKesand all the first cousins who want to marry will
Senate hill No. 3d, relative to fixing the salary of tho courts or acts of the Legislatureor of the foreign dispatchescannot doubt. A few mau that they came to inspect the gasio well to improve the time, as their connubial Railroad Commissioner and clerk. The bill was
Executive of Florida subsequentto the months ago Turkey was in open conflict meter. The girl, supposing the statement
engagements are in imminent danger of being finally recommitted ____ A resolution requiring comcasting of the votes of tho electors on the with two of her principalprovinces
to be true, told them to come in, and
‘interferedwith.
mittees reportingappropriations for the several de
to give an itemized state- prescribed day are inadmissiblefor any Servia and Montenegro — who were active- called to Mrs. Seeley, who, in response
( Another little “Marriage bill” still Ungers be- partments and institutions
such puipose. As to the objection made ly supported by Russian influenceand to tlie query, “ Where do you keep the
'ore the House. It nrovides that no male under ment of the several amounts was debated at lenuth
oud finally passed.
\ years of age, and no female under 18 years,
to the eligibilityof Humphreys, the com- military skill, and at the same time re- meter?” conducted two of them to tlie
Horn..— A bill was passed to amend the law rela
will be qualified to contract marriage without
mission is of the opinion that, without sisting,ns best she could, the combined room where that truth -telling machine
ue consent of his or her parents or guardian. Of five to intermarriage. It providesthat “ no man
reference to the question of the effect of advisoryattack of all tlie great powers in was stored. One of the remaining trio
llurHe the young folks will send in a strong re- shall marry his mother, grandmother,dangle
imonstrance against this bill. The arguments, ter granddaughter, stepmother, grandfather's the ineligible elector, the evidence does Europe. The conflict for a time was of asked the girl if the water-pipeswere all
Fprp and con, have been very interesting.As an wife, sons wife, grandson’swife, wife’s mother not show he held the office of Shipping a doubtful diameter; the odds were right, and, on being told that they were,
••‘punent in favor of early marriages,Pat Mo- Wife s grandmother, wife’s daughter, wife’s grand- Commissioner on the day when the elec- fearfully against the success of the
requested her to show him where the hyInis, the jovial auctioneer from Detroit, in- daughter; uor his sister,brother’s daughter, sistors were appointed. The commission crescent One Sultan after another went drant was. She took him into tlie kitchen,
ters
daughter,
father's
sister,
or
mother’s
ped the House that there was only sixteen
sister; nor his father’s brother’s daughter also decided that, as a consequence of the down before the storm, and was laid, when he immediately caught hold of her,
^’ difference between tne ages of himself
nor bis father's sister’s daughter,nor his mother’s
foregoing, and upon the grounds before first upon the politicalshelf, and then and, drawing a pistol, held it to her head.
ad his mother. Very naturally Paul Gies. who
brother s daughter, nor hia mother’s sister’s daugh•Utle blunt of perception,wanted to know ter. The aine inhibitionsare placed upon women. stated, neither of the papers purporting quietly into the grave. But still tlie The girl began to scream, and the little
ph was the oldest All agreed that Pat was — Much time was consumed in committeeof the to be the certificates of the electoral
crescent waned not. Her arms were boy rushed in to ascertain the cause of tlie
fidnally a very tneighly argument in favor Whole on a bill to preventgirls under 18 years of
voters
of
Florida
are
the certificatesof victorious, her power survived Later, trouble. The burglar then drew a knife
age
and
Isiys
unde.21
years
from
marrying,
nianv
Jarly marriages.Further consideration
of
lyi was postponed for ten days, in order to of the nieu.is rs giving thc.r experience from their votes provided for by the constitution of a prolonged armistice gave all parties and told the little fellow ho would relieve
youth up, how they hud loved and married while
the United States, and they ought not to time to gather up their somewhat scat- him of his head if he did not keep quiet.
live the hoyg a chance " to prepare their little
young, resultingto their entire satisfaction.
wobes.
be counted as such.
tered thoughts, and to gravely consider the In the meantime one of the two who had
gjfft. Allen, Representativefrom Ypsilanti.
Friday, Feb. 9.— Senate.— A bill was introsituation. Then began the diplomatic accompanied Mrs. Seeley in search «f tho
died to the boys at the Reform School duced that owners of stallionsmust file with the
The Democratic Objections.
battle. Tlie representatives of the gas-meter had thrown her on the floor,
lay— and while speaking of religious County Clerk a pedigree of each stallion, and making
The objections to the decision inter- “great powers” drew near the Turkish
s it might not be amiss to mention the
and, brandishing a murderous-looking
It a penal offensecitherto neglect filing such pedi- posed in the House recite
that some of the staid deacons of the gree or to file a false pedigree. Also a bill compelling
court and capital with heads and mouths knife, cautioned her with a round volley
/’(>.</—
That
the
decision
determined
that
the
pc and Senate attended the “ Light Guard owners of bulls and places of public assemblies to
full of talk. The talking continued for of oatlis to keep ;her mouth shut. The
•Vat the armory Friday evening, much to obtain certificates of safetyof hulls,etc., from the vote fast by Charles H. Pearce. Frederick C.
Humphreys. William H. Holden, and Thomas a month. Proposition was met by three unoccupied ruffians then began a
waiis faction of Bro. Johnson, wholeems proj>er authority.
W. Long, as electorsof President and Vice counter-proposition,
or by refusal. Fi- systematic search through the house.
ave assumed a sort of pastoral care over
House.— Bills and resolutionswere passed us fol President of the United Btates on behalf of
embers.
nally came the ultimatum; and this, Every room was visited ; bed-clothesand
lows: Joint resolutionNo. 3, amending joint reso- Florida, is the time and legal electoral vote of
r. Reynolds,the great temperance reformer,
after due. deliberation,was— flatly re- mattresses,closets and cupboards were
lution No. 37 of the sessionlaws of 1875, authorizing the State, when In truth and' in fact the vote
ied Lansing dining the adjournment of the
jected.
Thedignified but vanquished Am- thoroughly examined. In the diningMature, and, as a consequence, red rib- the Board of State Auditors to audit and pay the cast by Wilkinson Call, Janies E. Yongc, Robert
bassadors
made haste to take their leave room they found a small parlor safe.
E.
Hilton,
and
Robert
Bullock
is
the
true
and
claims
of
the
non-commissioned
officers
and
musiand white ribbons are very conspicuous,
of the Sultan, and then submissively This they carried out to the middle of tho
Doctor was very successfulhere, as he has cians of the 5th, 6th and 7th regiments of Michigan lawful vote of the Btate.
volunteerinfantry for services rendered in the
N wnd— That the commission refusedto re1 \*ls(where, and seemingly has done much
floor, and with the aid of cold-chisel and
month of August, 1861 ; joint resolution No. ceive comjietontand material evidencetending withdrew from tlie bootless encounter.
1 It is universally regrettedthat bo could 5,
asking Congress for an appropriationto
And
what is the general outcome of it hammer soon succeeded in opening it.
femain until the conveningof the Legisla- construct a light-houseon the, point of to prove the tirst-named set were not appointed
electors in the manner prescribedby the Legis- all ( Turkey remains intact and unhurt, Tho booty consisted of a lot of deeds and
J as many of the memliers would have been Little Traverse harbor, in the county of Emmet
ted to hear him, and some, no doubt, bene- Joint resolutionNo. 8, relativeto fisheries in waters lature of tho Btate. nut were designated as and stands collected and defiant, the real other valuable private papers, a gold
within the jurisdicJon in part of differentStates electorsby the Returning Board of the Btate master of tlie situation, while England
thereby.
watch and chain, a pair of gold bracelets,
and Bri Jsh provinces ; a bill to amend sections144 corruptlyand fraudulently, in disregardof law,
« is well known that during the last camand 145 of coupler 176, heiry 130 and 181 of the com- and with intent to defeat the will of the peo- has subsided into silence, and Russia, and a sum of money. Having bagged
/ gn very large sums of money wore wagered piled laws of 1871. relative to the courts of Chancery
apparently,is not quite ready. Verily, the plunder, the burglars turned their
ple.
5n the result ui the ek&tion of State and alaoablllto pro.ido for the purchase of books for
TViird— 'Hiat the decision was founded upon the so-called“sick man” of Europe is attention to the two women, whom they
[ wtAer officials.The law prohibitingbung the State Library,and a bill to provide for the inthe resolution and order of the commission pre- not quite so sick after all. His “ feeble- placed in a small closet, and, after closcorporation of lodges of Knightsof Pythias.
, Tp cks some very essentialfeatures,and a bUl
viously made.
ness ” wears very much tlie semblance of ing the door, piled up against it a heavy
p introduced Saturday which proposes to
Saturday, Feb. 10. — Senate. — A largo jkjpFourth — That the decision excludes all evi>ck the great evil by he following penalstrength.He is either a very willful bedstead. One of the gang then stopped
I: Any person betting money or tion of the day’s session was occupied, in committee dence taken by the two houses of Congress,by and reckless invalid, or else he must be the clock— it denoted exactly 4 — and the
the committees of each house, concerningfrauds,
ier property on the result of an election, of the whole, on a bill making an appropriation for
“ getting better ” very rapidly. His an- quintette departed. Tlie women were
jt nade liable to a line of not less than $25 or U*e current expenses of tho State Normal errors and irregularitiescommittedby persons
School. An amendment was offered by Mr Perrin whose certificatesare taken as proof of due ajj- swer to the ultimatum, “ Death before locked up in the close tjun til the arrival of
re than $1,000, and in addition thereto be
l • idalifledfrom voting at the election upon to reduce the amount from $18,300 tv $14, ’500, ho pointment of the electors.
dishonor,” and “No reforms from out- Mr. Seeley, a little after ti o’clock.
economy in all branches of tho service.
Fifth— Thit the decision excludesall evidence
^ such bet is made. The penalty for sell- favoring
A joint resolutionwas received from the House ask- tending to prove the certificateof Stearns(Gov- side dictation,”sound wonderfully like
offering to sell pools upon the resoli Of iug Senators and Members in Congress to use all
the utterancesof a man who knew where
UNHAPPY MEXICO.
ction is even more severe, including im- honorablemeans for an appropriation from the ernor), as also of the Board of Btate Canvassers,
was
procured
or
given
in pursuance of a fraud- he stood and what he was about. In
InterertliiK New* from the Land of Revola.nnentfpr a limited term in the county united Ntates to build a lighthouse at Staunard’s
fact, the sick man has achieved a signal
The feature disqualifying the oerson from Rock, Lake Superior.Tho rules were suspended ulent and corruptc onspiracy.
tlon*.
Sixth— That the commission refusedto recog- diplomatic victory, has shown remarkaf, it is believed, will tend to secure itsen- and the resolutionspassed.
We have news from the City of Mexico,
nize the right of the courts of the State to reHouse. — The House passed a bill to amend seo
ble pjuck and bravery, and acts as though
view and reversethe judgment of the Returuvia Havana, to the 6th of February.
tdll WM iittrpdaced Friday,araejiding the
tions 153, 155, and 156 of act 169, sessionlaws of ing Board or Board of State 'Canvassersren- he could do a good deal of damage yet,
Diaz had lieen urged to hasten his reCentral RailroadCofii1869, entitled “ An act to provide for a uniform as- dered through fraud without jurisdiction, and
if necessity compelled him. The turn to the capital, as tlie Government
_ay.' This will bp a huge. questionto grapple
ith, and it is important that the greatest care sessment of property,” and for tho collection and rejected and refused to consider the action of European patient must now fairly lie
was in danger of fallingto pieces, owing
return of taxes thereon, being compiler’ssections the courts in a case lawfully brought before tho
exercised in dealing with the matter. Railpronounced convalescent.
No. 1,119, 1,121, and 1,122 compiled laws of 1871. court which had jurisdiction.
to dissensions in the Cabinet.
oads should not be crippled by unjust legisla- .... A bill to amend section45 of chapter150, being
To what is this great change in the
iSepen/A— That the decision excludes all eviBusiness was in a worse condition than
Jtion, nor should they he allowed to build up section4,247 of the compiled laws of 1871, relative to
dence tending to prove that Florida,by all the aspect of European politics owing? ever, and failures were numerous. Some
ge un •nopolies to oppress the people.
alienation by deed and the proof and recording of
i )ne of the most important hills yet presented conveyancesand the canceling of mortgages was departments of the Government, legislative, First, as already intimated, the extent of of tlie foreigners who favored tlie Diaz
executiveand judicial, had decreed as fraudu- Turkish resources and power, and the
•is that providing .“or ihe incorporation
of nm- passed
revolution had failed, and the new revolent all certincatesof Stearns (Governor t as
1 benefit loan and savings associations. Th&e
Monday, Feb. 12.-SENATE.-Fetitions were well as that of the Btate Canvassers, upon which strengthof Turkish character, have both lution against Diaz was encouragedby
.. jciations are said to be very numerous in
presented from the State Grange asking for lower certificatesthe commissionhas actea, and by been underestimated by the “ rest of
the capitalists, who make money by
Jnada and Great Britain, and are also said to
legal rates of interest, and for more stringentUsury
means of which the true electoral votes of mankind.” The Turk Is still an ugly loans to the revolutionists at excessive
^popular and successful
The Grangers have sent in a resolution asking laws — The following bills wore passed: To amend Floridahave been rejected and false ones sub- and formidable factor in the Eastern interest. Escalante loaned Diaz 8200,000
stituted.
problem, and is likely to be for some
* the reductionof the legal rate of interest ectious 2 and 5 of article 14, and sections2 and 3 of
toward the payment of $300,000 to the
article 15 of act numljer 290 of the sessionlaws of
Eighth— Thai to count the votes of Pearce,
Ir nrlOto 7 per cent.
time to come. He does not, and appar1867, lieing an act to incorporate the villageof St.
United States with incoming duties as
xi e Btate institutions are asking for about Johns; to amend section 48 of chapter Humphreys,Holden and Long as electorsfor
ently will not, easily bow down at other
security,receiving $25,000 interestfor
>1,000.000 for buildings and for current e. - 154 of the Revised Statutesof 1840, Presidentand Vice Presidentwould l)e in violamen’s bidding. Constantinopleis a solid sixty days.
enses. Those which are most modest in their l)0iug^ section 7,599 of the compiled laws tion of the constitution of tho United States.
The objections are signed by Senators quantity on the European map. The
emands will probably get all they ask, but of 1871 relating to maliciously injuring bonsai or
Bunds of robbers were appearing
wne may be disapiiointed to a considerableox- other buildings,etc. ; to amend section1 of chapter Jones (Fla.), Cooper, Bamum, Keruan, Golden Horn is neither brittlenor pointeverywhere.
55 of the compiled laws of 1871, lieing compiler’s
ri. The State Universitywants a now library
section1,984, relatingto the observanceof the first Saulsbury and McDonald ; Representa- less. Turkey's mongrel, yet united, popProtestantworship had been suspendbunding. It is thought by some that the insti- day of the week. The lattermeasure provides that
tives Knott, Field, Holman, Tucker, ulation is leavened through and through
ation may be accommodatedin a way not an- “ no person shall keep open his shop, warehouse, or
ed at Coohuixtla and Morelos by order of
ciiwted by the management when they- workhouse, or shall do any manner of labor, busi- Thompson (Mass. ), Jenks, Finley, Say- with Mohammedanism, and the probabil- the authorities.The Church party were
ked for the appropriation. That is, that; ness, or work, except only works of necessityami ler, Ellis, Morrison, Hewitt (N. Y.) and ity is that the day will never dawn over triumphantin the elections in the capilie medical departmentbo abolishedand ihe charity,and the making of mutual promises of mar- Springer.
the world when Mohammedanism, as a
tal. The most importantpositions in
lg-now used for it devoted to other pnr- riage and the solemnization thereof,or lie present
sternly-resisting power in all social and
at any dancing or at any public diversion,show or
Michoacy, Puebla, and Quereturowere
MIDHAT PASHA’S FALL.
This would afford ample room for an entertainment,or take part in any sport, game, or
civil life, will not have to be recognized
xtensive library, and, if path vafter pathv is to play on the firstday of the week ; and every person
Why the Turkish Prime Minister was De- as an existing and an indissoluble reality. held by the Church party. A petition
nock for admission at the doors of the Uni- so offending shall lie punished by a fine not exceedwas circulating praying the Government
posed, and Punishedfrom the Country.
All history shows what wonderful tenacpity, I can hardly sec why it would not be ing $10 for each offense."
to permit the return of the Sisters of
ter to withdraw BUte support from medical
The Constantinople correspondent of ity and vitalityit possesses.
House.— Ten petitions and five bills wore presentCharity expelledfrom the country two
bools entirely.It is questionablewhether the
ed. Most of tho time was spent in committee of the Pall Mall Gazette telegraphsns folOn the part of Russia, there is the years ago.
has any more right to support “pathy" in
the whole.
lows : “ The cause of Midhat Pasha’s fall wholesome dread of war. Tlie time has
Heine than it has to support “ creed ’’ in reCortina refuses to obey the order to
dates from some time back. The impe- come when monarchs and kingdoms, emjfijn.
abandon the Texas frontier. He now
rious character of Midhat Pasha clashed pires and emperors, and nations, hesitate
The celebrated “Beard claim” is again beopposes Diaz.
TTlio Burnt Richmond J
fore tho Legialatnre,and has been reported
with the firmness of the Sultan, whose long before plunging headlong into a
Advices from Sonora are thatPesquiera
avorably by the Senate committee. We hope
New light seems to be thrown upon liberal views went far ahead of Midlint’s. seething sea of carnage. Formerly, if
attacked Mariscnl’s command at Urest
he matter may be Anally settled this winter,
the old controversy as to the responsi- The constitution disappointedthe Sultan national debts accumulated, they could
f the claim is a just one it should bo paid. If
The hitter was soon reinforced, and Pesot a just one it should 1m; bo thoroughly re- bility for the partial destruction of Rich- by the multiplicity of its reserves and as easily be repudiated;but it is not so quiera was defeated, with a loss of abou.
"ked that all future efforts to press it upon mond at its evacuation by th$ Confeder- qualifications, and many warm discus- now. vrhe national credit is a thing that
thirty killed, many wounded, and fifty
„ Btato will be discouraged.
ate forces at the close of the war. In a sions occurred between the sovereignand must not be sacrificedfor light or trivial
prisoners. At Inst advices a large body
It was boiled that the present legislative sessuit pending in the Circuit Court at Rich- Minister. The Sultan desired to intro- or purely personal and ambitious reasons.
of cavalry was pursuing Pesquiera’sflyion would be a short one, but bills are injuring
mond, entitled Graham vs. the Mutual duce largely a foreign element into the
Again, wars are deadly as well as most
i at a rapid rate, and already there is before
ing and demoralized forces. It was genAssurance Society of Richmond, this Turkish administration, and especially to expensive; and human life has become
|ie body more businessthan lias been done at
erally believed that this revolution was
lie of the previous sessions during the past
question has been raised. The company employ Englishmen in leading positions too precious and valuable to be recklessthoroughly squelched.
bw years. I hope no hurried legislation will sets up the defense that the burning of in all departments. His Majesty ex- ly thrown away.
e allowed, yet the thought of staying for
the city was an act of war, and it is there- pressed this desire to Midhat Pasha very
And then, underlying all other causes,
A Womin’i Freak.
liore than three months in the miserablyventistrongly on several occasions, and last is the silent potentiality of an ever-grow**ed, uncomfortable old building used as a fore not bable to pay the amount which
A handsome boy boarded for a year in
would otherwisebe due on its policies. week took him sternly to task for not ing, ever-extending Christian and huite House is not at all ploasent.
a Nashville hotel and conducted a sewNumerous attempts have heretofore been having acted upon it. Midhat Pasha re- mane civilization,which frowns upon an ing-machine agency. He was active and
Legislative Proceedings.
made to prove that Richmond was burned plied cuijly, and wrote subsequently to appeal to arms, except as a dernier resuccessful in business, and a pet of the
[Monday, Feb. 5.— The two houses of the by order of the Confederate Gen. Ewell, the Sultan in undeferentialterms. On sort.
women, with whom he was fond of asso'tgtoliturc met at 8 p. m. After a very brief ees- a Confederate officer having already tes- Friday last the Sultan sent for Midliat
ciating. His yonthfulness insured him
The
Balance
of
Trade.
pn, at which littleor no business was disposed of, tified that he fired the city by direct or- Pasha, but the summons was not obeyed.
Dth houses adjournedtill 10 a. m. Tuesday.
Here are a couple of instnictive tables more freedom with them than would have
ders of Gen. Ewell. Ewell lias always On Saturday Midhat Pasha remained
been accorded an older beau; but one
[Thursday, Fob. 6.-Benatk. -Petitions pre- refused to give any evidence on this home oh the plea of indisposition. for those who have any knowledge of
day
he hugged and kissed a chamberntcd-By Shoemaker, of Austin Blair and IK point, but, in the case now pending, the On Sunday tlie third lummons was commercial statistics. They are taken
maid, and was complained of to the landfrom
the
late
returns
of
the
Bureau
of
her citizens of tho county of Jackson, for again
atorueys have entered into a stipulation, disolieyed,but Midliat Pasha attendlord. At this point in the story the probmitting, at the coming spring elecUon.an which is filed as a part of the record, in ed the council in the afternoon. Mean- Statisticsfor tlie year post. Tlie first
noun “he” must be changed to “sue,”
endment to the constitution increasing salaries
which this fact is admitted, and it is fur- while the police discovered a secret cor- table shows the exports of the last eight for the offender confessed to being ai Circuit Court Judges from $1,S00 to $1500
years:
axter, the memorialof Wm. M. Montgomery, of ther asserted that Gen. Ewell caused respondence which showed that Midhat
womanin boy’s clothes. She said that,
Dom.and/or.
"i. » to reorganize tho HUto Board of the burning of the city in obedi- Pasha was plottingifor the overthrow of
prod, and iud*e. Specif. Total.
-Jization;by Itankin,of dtutens of Fcnbeing compelled to earn her own living,
fora law to protect people ogainst charlatanry ence to a statute of the Confederate the Sultan and hisi own nomination as 1878 ......... $590, 821.783- $56,354,465$046,976,248
she learned by experience that her sex
187*
.........
510,947,222
70,303,514
590,250,936
I malpractice in dentistrj-; by Mr. Perrin, remonCongress,requiringthe officer in com- Dictator. On MAmlay a peremptory 1874 .........569,873,098 70,727,075 640,600,173 was a detriment.So she took to trouof Good Templar Lodge No. W« against so
naand
at Richmond to set fire to the city summons brought Midliat Pasha to the
......... 500,199,564 00,592,497 568,792,051 sers, and in that guise she not only did
ng the Liquor law as to graduate the taaaog to the amount of liquor sold.. ..Beportsof whenever it fell into the hands of the
palace, suspectingnothing. On entering 1872 ......... 419,584,239 95,562,413 515,140,052
1871 ......... 450,362,088 77,440,470 537,792,558 better in business, but was able to bamag conuuittoes— State Affairs, favorably on bill
^nd section5, act 79, laws of 1873, for the ap- Union forces.— hra#/iinfffon Cor. Chi- he was arrested and jiis letters laid be- 1870 ......... 408,488,172 80,950,725 484,438,897 boozle the women.
fore him. There waB no gainsaying the 1*9.. ....... 330, 940,
56,785,991 393,731,999
nttoentof a Commlssioper of llailroads,and to cooo Tribune.
jne his duties and oomi>eimatlon ; favorably on the
The followiiig is a comparativeshowevidence against him* and he asked for
Silver Had.
Q making an apm-opriation for current exijenseaof
mercy, A council *of Ministern was ing of the imports of merchandiseand
» Normal School for 1877-78....
Bills Introduced:
Recently samples of mud containing
Lighter Sleeping-Cars.
Foote, for the taxation of liquor manufaccolled, and Midhat Paftha was offered the specie respectively for the last eight cal- silver were sent to San Francisoo.At
and to repeal art 228 laws of 1875
The sleeping-carsnow in use weigh choice of leaving the Wintry, or being endar years :
first there was a pretenseof secrecy as t
•. Morgan, authorizing cities and towns
Merrhaudtue.Specie. Total.
from twenty-four to thirty-fourtons. arraignedbefore a triW&l on the charge
Bbbsh and maintain free libraries and
1876 ........ .$426,612,706 $34,479,397( $461,092,103 where tlie stuff came from, but later
* rooms; by Mr. Adair, to providefor tho The upper portion of the car is made of high treason. He flpted to leave the
.........503,010,181 ------any of capitalists were told that
(non of the capital stock of corporations.... very heavy and strong in order to sup.........502,156,334
country.
reading of bills : Senate bill No. 27, on action
port the upper berths. Senator Wagner
^levin, passed; Senate bill No. 28, relativeto
“ Tlie letters found closed that 3,000
such richness.
°f bind, amj for other purposes, hopes to diminish the excessive dead
Ulemas were to have jgftp 0D Monday 1871...
^..The Senste haying spent some time in
weight of a coach by using lighter mate* pf the whole arose and reported,recomnight to the palace to d^P^0^ the abdimvt
rials in construction, and by introducing
ffie passage of >the joint resolution uthorcation of the Saltan, jfp fall of Midhat
State Land OflBamissioner to sell certain simple appliancesfor keeping’ the upper
Pasha wiU check no
i in Osceo# county to James Sims, at
berths is place. The newucaiR (|ich he being ’ '
5*2s! a z
bas receltly ordered will
1
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Upton

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

letter to

in a

Gen. Sherman discloses | is one made by President Lincoln,

recommendations,lie

the tenor of their

'

1877.

17,

THE NEW VOLUNE.

a cavalry

corps amounting in

all

to

of

this

a

have also added considerable job material,
in order to

joyed

in

compete with the

facilities en-

the larger cities, and have been

able to do

a

better class of job printing than

has ever been turned

out before in

heartfelt thanks to

customers for the support they have given
the future, by strictly
tending to

belonging to

in the future, as

I

trade. We

we

where military instruction is given be
placed in the

have in the

who

—a

Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oilgj

Moved Into hi*

and Fancy Articles.

NEW BRICK STORE

I’rcFcilptlon*
carefully prepared at all hour? *f:
One door Went of VAN I.ANDRGEND A MELIS the day and night. Our stock Ih all Hrst-claaS,and
we
offer it to the public cheap for cash.
and now offers a full line of good* and at nurh reanonable prtcen, that tt will he to the advantage of
We Invite our friend? and the public generally to
every one to come and Inquire, we have ample
give up a pliare of their patronage.
facilitluHIn our new quarter? to make up clothing
T. K. ANNIS, M. I).

gentleman

short notice.

at

'O'—'’-*

acquaintance,on learn-

of an

ing the death of » wealthy citizen. “Everything,” responded the truthful man,

“he

ALL

didn’t take a dollar with him.”

Ha? removed hip bupinesa to

Give us

held commissions In the regular army,

on “the commander in-chief

and

the ad-

A

Chow

the shifting hack and forth of line and staff

kinds

ofcanued fruit
P.

good

and makes many other apparently

On the

suggestions.

that we needed

an army

supposition

J.

of Canned Goods— such ns
Chow, Salmon, Girkins, and all

full line

jutant-general.”Gen. Upton providesfor

officers,

•-

the ensuing year:

President—John Kramer.
Vice-Presidents—
if. Joslin, D.
Miedema and J. L. Fairbanks.
Secretary— G. Van Schelven.
Treasurer— W. Van Putteu.
Historian—W. Wakkcr.

Wm.

--

Holland, Dec.

&

8TEKETEE.

A.

Secretary was instructed to furnish
a printed

copy of the

Scribner’s—

unreliable

article in

the

last

Repairing Neatly Done.

it

which declared this only

The Committee on Arrangementson

-

the funeral of Mr. J. O. Bakkcr, late president of the Union,

made a

report, and

was ordered that the treasurer pay

!>

H CO
M

the papers, reiteratingthe account of the

MORTON HOUSE BLOCK,

lashing. The writers of these replies were

admiral in his later
navy near

Comer Monroe and Ionia

years, and some officers of the

Mr. W. Wakker in behalf of the widow

and

relatives

of

the deceased returned

him on the Hartford; but

it is,

M

3

m
3

n
1

3

Holland. - - - Michigan

r-e

O'-

M

The above Arm make a epeclaltyof cuntnm wo»
Guarantee satisfaction.Their price? arc 1
enough to compete with anv house in the ettv.
They keep conptantly 01 (mud a choice variety
Ladle* and Children *1 oc* and gaiter*.

1

Short Sot

H
M

<
4 M
gffl W

their sympathy and kind services.

that existed in the navy toward the noble

It

The underaignedwi?he* to inform hi? old friend*
and resident* of Hollandand vicinitythat being at
present located at Muskegon, he ha? made arrangements with Mr. *’. Vor?t. at Holland,at whose
store, on River street, all Job work for binding can
be left . I have purchaseda new and completeline
of tool* and stock artd will furnish flrst-claps work.
A.

rangements.

up

red birds have set

The

grave has closed over the earthly
remains of one of freedom’? sons, an earnest and enthusiastic member of this Union.
His voice once so familiar is hushed in
death ; his council no longer greets our
ears, devoted to truth and justice.Living
not entirely unto himself he has stamped
the impress of his energy upon this Union.

—

suits

of

brown, with

reddish

scarlet

beaks and claws. Yesterday,as my gay

Muskegon,Sept. 3

You

is

style,

another lady red
little

song of

birdie, birdie.’ Instantly

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY.

bird

to

gather its thorns with its flowers

to

linger where sunbeams must fade

Holland, Per. 2,

my

lady uuin

her like a little red hot
fiend, and drove her out of sight and
hearing. I don’t know that my lord red

;

;

Whore on

all beauty, deaths fingersare laid.
Weary with mingling life's bitter with sweet;
Weary with parting and never to meet.
Weary with sowing and never to reap;
Weary with labor and welcoming sleep.
In Christ naj he rest from sorrow and sin
Happy, when earths conflictsenter not in.”

From

I have this
pricea to

cardinal had even looked at the intruder;
it is

possible he

may have

cast au India-

creel eye that way and remarked
a sweet voice

Meals got up

to

5 Cents a

GIVE THEM A TRIAL.

AND

-

and every thing else belongingto there line of
baslneni. By promptness ana
id fair
fairdealing
' " we will
endeavorto’ establish ourselvesand Invoke Ibe
welt wishes of the community at large.

Come and Give us
Holland, Mich.,

CASH ONLY.

Bargains is still open at the
Cheap Store of
E. J.

a Trial
1876. .
J. Van den Berg,
Peter Braam.

Sept.

25,

NOTICE!
I the undersignedhaving become sole proprietor
of the furniture house, formerly under the firm H

name of

HARRINGTON.

DINING HALL.

M. Eeidsema & Son.

J.

Now

Do not miss your opportunWherefore it is befittingthis Union that tree love nonsense among birds!”
appropriateresolutions be adopted, preity for Furs, call on
It seems that Ben Hill of Georgia, Senserving in sacred memory the virtues of
E. J.
our late comrade, John OJkkker, Presi- ator Ben, was originallya Union man, as
cated at the Chicago Depot, ht* guest* have been
dent of this Union; therefor be it
and opposed the secession of Georgia,but, entertained at the table during the week with some
RmoImI, That we deeply sympathize being powerlessto prevent it, finallywent of the following luxuries and delicaciesof the *ca•on: Roast Turkey, Roast Chicken. Roast Trout.
HATS and CAPS cheaper than at wholewith the family and friends of the deceased
with his state and fought. Hence the old Fried Bass, New Vegetables, RadLhe*, Lettuce.
in this their great bereavement and irresale at
Apples, Oranges,Cellcry, Ice Cream. Confectto
E. J. HARRINGTON.
parable loss of one so firm, so devoted to true-blue Bourbons have never regarded ary— Candles, Raisons, and Nut*.
the interests,the welfare and the honor of him as sound, especially since his pretty

rrr

Jr.

1876.

The undersignedhave opened a Meat Market in
Walters’ Store, two door* East of L. T. KantersL
Hook Store, where they will keep constantlyrm'\
hand a choice a*sortmentof fresh and salted meat*

The opportunity for Great

-

21st,

No. 76, Eighth St.

i-tr

PHQ3NIX HOTEL

Drink.

Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,

CROCKERY AND
GLASSWARE.

that lady has!’ If he did,

No

1,

LAMPS,

For

scale o

nSTEW
Meat Market.

His. stock of

order any time,

tem

C. Blom,

and satisfaction guaranteed.

; ‘What

he was soon taught better than that.

March

42-ly

— o—
day reduced the whole

Holland,Dec.

will sell ul|eost for

1, to

|

perance

1875.

ever had at

Feb.

1870.

One Step toward

CLOETINGII.

30 days Only,

‘Birdie,

her one flew at

lias gone from thi? strange world of ours.

He

Breakfast 25 cts. Dinner 25
ots. Supper 25 cts.

alighted on a neighboringhough and be-

gun singing her

USA TRIAL,
Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupell.

O

you want a square meal go
and try them.

STEED.

G UA RA

E. J.

J.TeVaarwerk.

G.

lord and lady were making love in the most

approved

Stable,

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

establishmentsin

The following preamble and resolutions our orchard,the males flaming and flauntwere presented and ordered placed upon ing in the best Chinese vermilion coats,
the minutes:
and the ladies more daintily attired in

Bold

US }VEST()F CITY HOTEI~

Street*.

Rapids.

Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, sister of
Thursday evening March 1,1877, was Plymouth’s pastor and author of the
fixed upon for a social entertainment at Byron story, has found a scandal down in If
Kenyon’s Hall, and the executive board Florida to expose. She w tiles as follows
charged with making the necessary ar- to the Christian Union: “Two pairs of

No more
No more

A

d

hit

Fine horse? and beantiful carrlaL'c?. cutter*,and
kind* of vehicle? can always he obtained at our
stable at reanouable rate*.

the city papers.

He

Littrj,

Tfi

GOOD TURNO UTS

and remains the popuEating House of Grand

This

j

*-1

The Best Chance

Ou motion it was resolved that the proadmiral.
ceedlogsof this meeting be published in

‘

jL

a
* a

all

true, that the various attempts to throw

a singular spirit of jealousy and detraction

<

ire.

tzj

sad to say,

for

and

Kepairinu neatlu done

W

discredit on the heroic story are helped by

thanks to the Holland Soldiers’ Union

RIVER STREET,

NO. 22

v

BOOKBINDING!

CROSBY’S

ELFERDINK’S

H.

GIVE

up in the shrouds
—should meet with indignant replies in

bills incurred.

W. &

-i

pmti$cment5.

funny story that the admiral

friends of the

E
£

H

would be the greatest folly to

steadied himself by holding on to the foot

some

5.18

a

it

all

GIVE US A TRIAL
I. P. THIBOUT.

Q

Perfume sold by the above dealers.

of his pilot, higher
constitution.

42-ly

proportionate in

poetic fancy, and endeavored to substitute
for it the

1870.

Wilt be plowed to eee all lit? old friend? nndcira
turner* that require anythingin the clothing tin*.
We make, rut and trim to order anything iu out
line according to the lateat atyle*,and for the low
eat poapiblepriced.

3

around the shrouds, and tied so as to pre- Doesburtr, No. 70, Eighth Street and Wm.
Van Putten, River Street, Holland, Mich.
vent a fall in case he were wounded so as
Elsewhere by dealers generally.
to render him powerlessto keep bis hold.
“Hack.mktack” a new and delightful
no wonder that an

2,

79 Monroe Street.

BOSMAN.

W.

te

---

---

A meeting of

It is

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Fruit Growers Attention!

as Farragut repeated

Tiie following officers were elected for

our

at

we

Company.

a call anti see

Goods.

them to the artist
guaranteeit. It costs nothing to try it as
when he sat for it, and there is no reason- it can he returned if it does not give satisThe Secretary reported a revised conable doubt but that the picture is correct. faction after using two-thirds of a bottle.
stitutionand by-laws, which were adopted
He was not bound tight, like Ulysses when Call at our stores and get a sample bottle
below.
for 10c or a regular size for 50 cents or $1.
he sailed past the Siren’s isles, or a spiritThe Treasurer made his annual report,
If your Lungs are sore or Chest or Back
ualist medium in a cabinet; but a rope j lame use Shiloh’s Bellabonna Plaster
with a balance on hand of $4.25.
was passed loosely around his body and which seldom fails to give relief. J. O.

with

MERCHANT TAILOR

Great Variety.

in

THIBOUT,

P.

•

once with those

evening,February 12, 1877, at the rooms

member

OTSMEMBS, I.

or

/—''-—-'O'—-1—

W. DIEKEMA,
FARRAorr in the Rigging of the HartC. A. DUTTON,
ask every enterprising business man of the ford in Mobile bay is one of the heroic
and others.
city of Holland to continue to help sup- figures of our civil war, and yet the abHolland, Mich., Feb. 15, 1877.
port the only English paper printed in this surd squabble about how he was there
colony, and as such the only medium by —whether lushed, or holding on somebody
Wonderful in its Results.
which we cau communicatewith the pa- else or entirely alone,— in all its variations
There is no Medicine that has accompers of the country at large.
renders it by no means certain that the plished so much as Shikth'a Consumption
next historic doubt will be whether be was Cure. It has establishedthe fact that
Consumption can be cured, white for
HOLLAND SOLDIERS’ UNION.
there at all. Last winter, when William
Asthma, Bronchitis,Croup, Hoarseness,
Page was painting a replication of his Whooping Cough, and all Lung diseases
The third annual meeting of Holland
well-known portraitof the admiral, a it has no equal. No Medicine was ever
Soldiers’ Union was held on Monday
minute account was given of the facts just sold on such favorableterms. If it was

each

SIS

Hats & Caps

mistake for which he places the blame

past, to

standpoint, and on that broad platform

The

DEALERS IN

CUSTOMMADE CLOTHING

the fruit growers of Holany degree to our strength, we should say
keep the News wide awake to the popular
land and vicinity, will he held at the townhis plans were first rate. But we really
ship town-house,on Wednesday, Feb, 21,
interests of our city not alone, but the
don’t take any great stock in that need.
1877, at 4 o’clock P. M. The meeting will
whole county, especially the southernpart
he addressed by T. T. Lyon, presidentof
thereof. Not belonging to any party or
ADMRAlfrABaAGUT.
the Michigan State Pomological Society.
clique we will maintain our Independent
All interested arc requested to attend.

of Eagle Fire Engine

0pp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.]

AND

all

of promotion. He lays

to officer the volunteers at

endeavor

will

line

No. 86, Eighth Street.

|

enrolled as 2d lieutenants of reserves, and

work

fine

of colleges

a

printers of a

and doing other

this

will for

assiduously at-

our business as

NEWSPAPER

I

and

good

proposesthat the graduates

Dliuuiu,

Ready Made

great stress on the failure in the late war

our patrons and

us, and hope to merit their

also

Tailor,

Dealer In alt kind* of

this

county, and cheaper. We hereby extend

our

Merchant

in the

number wo enter upon the
field officers required to manage such an 4-inch target and the others lodged near
sixth, year of the existenceof the News.
army, whenever it should he called “to j It, Mr. Lincoln said: “I think I cun make
Although it is not qnite a year since we
ii.a
** as Hw.
cm- Ho
u'linhl that carbine
cnrhiiioshoot better.” He took from
the A,.™
flag,”
the n«rmnna
Germans say.
He would
look the reigns of this institution,we are
his
pocket
a wooden sight that he had
make the present army of 25,000 men the
happy to report a material progress in our
nucleus of this larger force by districting whittled from a pine stick, and adjusted it
obtaining subscriptions, a labor requiring
the country into permanent recruiting to the barrel. He then emptied the magaa good deal of travel,and which we had
districts and stations, in each of which zine twice, and 12 of the 14 shots struck
to postpone last fall, on account of the secertain regiments of the slate militia may the target.”— A’. F. Sun.
vere cold weather, but which wc intend to
be designated as “U. S. reserves.” He
continue with returning fine weather. We
“How much did be leave?” inquired
With

ANNIS & BR0EK,

Drs.

Bosnian,

Indianapolis, a clerk

Navy Department, went to a short
150,150 men; he proposes*this apparently range near the White House and fired
as our systematized“flighting heft,” and j seven shots in rapid succession with a
to actually furnish and support the 5,531 Spencer carbine. One shot struck the
and

W.

J.

August 18!)d, Lincoln,

liked shooting. In

proposes to establish three corps d’nrmee | with J. A. Sample

Saturday, February

who

offers Mb complete stock of Goods cou
elatingof

Furniture,
rpets,

IIARMXGTOX.

Oil

Cloths,
Wall Paper,

W

.

Window Shades,

'•

this Union.

^

Jkwtoaf, That in the death of our late line politicians generally opposed his
has lost An
an efficient
President, this Union
Union nag
(0 lhe Senate. Gordon, Bob
member a true soldier and a dear comrade,
,
.
Toombs, Stephens and the rest were all
the wile a kind and affectionate husband,
and the children an indulgent and devoted agalnat him, hut his immense personal

emcieni

.

popularity carried

parent.

deceased.
Adjourned until March
J.

1,

1877.

KRAMER,

•

President.

Van Schelven, Secretary.

him

through, in spite

him with more brains than any other
southern man in the Senate. Hill is 54
years of age, and a graduate of the university of Athens, Ga. It is a curious
fact that the southern States send a much

THE EU&OPfiiV ABX7 873TEX IN

larger proportion of college graduates to

AXEftXOA.

Congress than the northern states. The

L
k mA-

New York Nation remarks that

.craze of the old

ta matter of

Hotel in

first-class

Holland.

i

J.

and very cheap at
E.J. HARRINGTON.

you need

the good* are marked down, and I hereby a*i
good will and patronage of the public.

All

tclt the

McVICAR.

Glassware, Crockery, unsnrpasHed at the Cheap Store of

•

I

E

J.

HARRINGTON.

Holland, Mich., Oct.
If you

new Suit of

Jh

HARRINGTON.

190
ProlU In

mado the
canvaulDg for tho Him
per annum, Including i
JunDUit,” ‘•Amcrlcma U
Im-hrs. A r«lil
to canvas*

Butter and Eggs bought and
atoes, Por
Pork
sold, also Potatoes,

need

etc.

at

18,

1876.

BOOTS, SHOES OR

RL~

HARRINGTON.
i

A Good opportunityfor

a Grist Mill.

Inquire of

E. J. Haerinton.

E. J.

Cord-wood

iOO

A

stove-wood

for sale at
E. J.

HARRINGTON.

IndnitmnijfmnR man haa
mthw-froraAugurttoJamury' Lf-Dooaand Ocr,” price tJ.M
oof the fine oil chrwno*. “On tho
On*

L»>or “l

i

.

coll at

E. J.

!a
ja

—

SIMON KIEDSEMA.

dol-

or boys
Clothes for yourself
Win

6010

at

I

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES,

BER8
If
It

Feather Beds,

• —
Groceries of the best quality

Trancient Guests Two
lars per day.

&

HARRINGTON.

Blaine

The army commission sent to Europe, congratulatingHill on his election to the
of Gen*.
Upton, Forsyth,and Senate gave “the finishing touch of bur*
Gen*. U
come home, Its rnlg
Ma^angcr,r, have com
esque toAmgreat “bloody-shirt campaign
\thelr
full of “
with
their heads
h

consisting

The Only

..

Jfeaofwd, That a copy of these resolu-' of the politicians.His friends accredit
lions be transmittedto the family of the

G.

Feathers

thorough reconstruction, and all the old-

,

Eastern Salt, Lime, Lath and Shingles
icoun- and other Mticlcstoo numerous to mention,

Yosta,” each

mw

|rnd ^Iph
nets.

nt the storelof

E. J.

__

HARRINGTON.

T
City Lots for Sale Cheai
E. j. jiarrixgtI

If
call

you want
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Stepitaxcs4 new blacksmith shop
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The weaker
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n.'m»iim beautiful

A bkah.s f»M)t was found in
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in

a steel trap

gnawed it

Vermont, the beast having

New
Rkv. P. Lefeltak, of Greenleaf, Minn.

and

blue birds have

.

tell us

Gov. Packard is assassinate

,
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uy which would representabout 70,000
anj Worth about $200,000 on

made
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trees,
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in the

Episcopal Church

evening next, the 21st inst. Ihw. Taylor

and brick

McK.

make

course of medical studies in the

of our successful prncticioners.

Italy

A Son,
7,000, have com
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In amendment of our City Charter was
seK
last, by May
seat to
io Lansing
Lansing on
on Thursday
i nursuay last, oy .viaychaiiLMn^ the office

killed on the

German side

bayonet and lance, and hut six

j

hy

;

a drinking saloon

CALL AND SEE.
Holland, Mlch.,8ej)t. 25. 1870.
Wijkhuijsen,
J. Albers.

in cav-

and other

with
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G. Van Patten.

thirty to fifty bushels of outs

;

The climate

:

is

drinkimr and

excellent.
-- i ’ '

I

-

or barley, others are standing in conversation.

---- ^—

’

Kerhville, Tox.. boasts of

Ll*T of ,ettm re,nHin,n>1

,long

a lady,

,

lhe 0fflceat past the meridian of life, yet still hale and

1,1

Having succeededthe late firm of (J. Van I’utten
A Co., at fhe same stand and in the same business
wishes to advertise through the columns of the

,
Our

News

. fl<

* Feh-

"'‘H'1’ Mich

Jol> iVint-

facilities for

.

,

,
.i
masculine i Itlg arc* um‘(|i:al(‘(l 111 tlllh Clt)

1877: Martin , hearty, who depends not on
! Colby, Mrs. Russell Littell.orMyrtle Little,
! labor when anything has to be done She
or George, Hellen.or Rufus El well, Patrick plows her field, with three horses abreast, and we are at
easurer ex-officio City Collector.
McCaithy, Mrs. Jennie Miller, Mr. Lillie ; as well as the best man of them all; she
[From July 1 to Dec. 31, 181 (5, eightyputs up stone fence like an expert, and ed to execute
millions of postal cards were sold in
Wm. Vkkbkek, P.
hauls wood for all her household purposes.
i post offices of the United States, or
Anew prayer meeting was started
The sum total of railway lines through
fflfteen millions more than for the same
Monday
evening
last in Hope Church for q)e principal countries of the world now
period of 187"). Postal cards were introduced in this country only four years the young folks, and conducted entirely reac|jC9 n distance nearly fourteen times
by the young folks. It was entered into |jie circumferenceof the globe, or one
ago.
with considerablespirit, and it is confi- j anij a jia]f Rme3 rt journey tothe moon,
dently
expected to become a Powerful
tnlfti United States’ lines extend
The interest heretofore manifested in
auxiliary
to
the
revival
now
in
progress.
75
535
miie8;
Great Britain’s at home and
the prayer meetings and revival work is
° Met Commissionerfrom an elective to
'appointive office, also making the City

15-

till

his stock of

Dry Goods,
Hats & Caps,

•

,

Groceries,

Crockery,
Flour <fe Feed.

times prepar-

Stokes.

Etc., Etc.

M.
on

meeting at Hope College every

evening which has been held for the

l“»t

twelve yean, has been attendedwith more

|
1

interest sin.je October lust, than ever bell

fore.
We

[

*

to the

^

Tuesday!

(ln

welcome.
Freuch

Ul

G^nmtnl

)riintof

is reported

cnmplyil,gwilh llie nu

merous requests to erant a general pardon
to the communists,exiled or transported.

j

It is

thought that, with perhaps the excep-

—
The Goods are

A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon.

;

through her foreign domain, 06,101; Hussiu’s, in

Europe and Asia, 34,914; those of

France,

2'),

779

;

and of the

G.

j

Holland, Aug.

and enjoy their former citizenship.

Union. The

JOB PEIUTING Mark
The

circus performersshould con-

previous to June

June

1 to

1

;

fifty cents

June 10; twenty

Mr.

E. J.

Promptly and Neatly

could be found to take part in the exhibi-

a

new

variety anything he has heretofore been

Last Sunday was

a

very interesting day

Church.

In the morning they

feast

returned local reputation in Bayonne, N.

stock that will excel in beauty and

enabled to

had their love

just

per bushel from the dry goods Market and has bought

-five cents there-

after until Oct. 1.

for the M. E.

Harrington has

and

in the

offer to the

athlete, has

a

of Elizabeth,

cousin, Miss

who

for superior skill

public. The princi- on

a visit to

J.,

Emma

IN

THE

ily."
"I enclose a dollar; your price la 35 cents, but
the medicine to me Is worth a dollar."
•‘Send me live boxes of your Pills."
Let me base three boxes of your Pills by return
mall for Chills and Fever."
1 have over S00 such testimonials a#* these, but
want of space compels me to conclude.

For Cutaneous Disorders,

as an

And all cruptlone of the skin, thle Ointment 1*
most invaluable.It does not heal externally alone*
but penetrates with the most searching effect* to

Mason,

objected to his claim

the very root of the evil.

and strength,and while

to wrestle her.
a hall

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS
Invariably cure the following diseases;

COMMERCIAL

He accepted,

of limited

?ize on

evening the

goods. The good will be open- Avenue I), where a dozen friends gathered
ed to view in a few days. Lookout for Wednesday night to see the sport. Miss
Grand Rapids. In
Mason wore a tight-fitting skating costume
new advertisementin our next number.
furnishing

connection with

this

we are authorizedto

and heavy laced boots; while her opponent

say that a movement is on foot to get
The experimenttried in Liverpool of wore a wrestler’s tights. She threw him
Elder Barnes to come back and stay a opening cheap coffee houses for the sale of twice, which decided the best two in three,
week to help the revival meetings in this cocoa, coffee,tea, and bread, to conteract and who was the ‘‘best man,” in half an

1

the influence of the grog shops,

city.

is

Quite

an exciting runaway took place

PRINTING
i

For Stomachs Out of Order.

proving hour.

been established, and though most of the

at

the railroadcrossing on

eighth

It

is

now an

LETTER HEADS,

accomplished fact that a

only meet expenses, but

hands and feet

rapid completion. Immigration to the
putation

|
J

.

state

la.

^paralleled. Not less than

100,-

Red river
since bat September,and still the tide

OQO incomers have crossed the

was

literally frozen stiff.

Am-

necessary to save his life,

pride, being, as it

home

genius, and

is,

sprung from our

home

DILL HEADS.

STATEMENTS,

pages,

is

j

Seedsmen and Florists, 35 Cortland Street,
ew York, on receipt of 25 cents.

CARDS,

own
TAGS,

<fca

further vengeance of the violated law.”

their „boak of “Everything

mailed by Pete^Jlcndergon& Co.,

important caution.
Hay

PRICE LISTS,

capital.

see for

yourself.

J

Ink.

DR. SCHOUTEN’S

Law Blanks,

m-wmmmtmm
*

Haves enecilc influenceupon the Liver aid
Bowels,and stimulate these organs
V-— into such vi*
Imenuare
------removed,
J
orooe action that the !mipedimentsar
atlug
g mildly.
Ftvorab)
orably known by operating
lee orlgfnatiugfrom
Thhey proven! all IrregularHIe
of the
Blood.
Imp lurltles
--------------

-.-T- V

------

Etc., Etc,, Etc

•

— SOLID A.T
J.

—

Wholesale and Retail
namental printing. Call and

*

Liberty Street, New

Handbills,

song, post compact and neat, and will no doubt draw
any address, on receipt of 30 cti. the attention of all. Gi^e them a call and
'

Is considerablesaving by taking the

Office, 112

All kinds of Color and Or-

only.
paid, to

.

_____ -Directionsfor the guidanceof patients te
every disorder ere affixedto each box.

Programmes,

name, and will offer them for sale by the

this

None are genuine unless the signature of J.
dock, as agent lor the United States, surrounds
each box of Pills, and Ointment.A handsome reward will be given to any one. renderingsuch information aa may lead to the detectionof any
party or parties connterfeltfng the medicines or
vending the same, knowing them to be spurious.
Mid at the manufactoryof Professor Hollo
way A Co.. New York, and by all respectable druggist* and dealers In medicine throughout the civilised world, in boxee at 35 cents, 63 cents and $1.

prThsre

middle df next month. Everythinglooks

The publisher will mail

_

etc.

ENVELOPES,

and now the mutilated trunk awaits the

Yon said that you knew I was tree,
And each tender word an emotion then stirred,
for the Garden, »’ nfjHlering nearly 200
For my heart it was throbbing for you.”

with

..........

yOTE HEADS,

will

Home again! Messrs. Joslin & Breyman
have returned to their old stand, on
pours on. In general there is less depres*
We have just recieved from the Publishthe corner of Eighth and Market streets,
1 *i<m fa business In Texas than in any of er, W. W. Whitney, Toledo, O., a capital
| t£e western or northwestern states, and new Song & Chorus entitled, “Tell me where they are now ready to wait upon
their old customers and *s many new
u ‘tkA crop prospects for next year are exthat story again, Maggie.” Words by
ones as will favor them with a call. They
cellent.
Samuel N. Mitchell, music by Chas. Edw.
i-il
have a complete line of watches,clocks,
Prior. This song is destined to become
jewelry, fancy goods and musical instruWe ore in receipt of a colored chromo,
very popular, as the melody is easy and
ments, which they offer very cbfpp for
representing twelve styles of the new
the words are charmingly suited to the
cash.
They have also been fortunate in
German Pansies, ranging through all
subject. The first stanza runs as follows:
securing
the agency for the sale of the celcolors, white, black, carmine, yellow,
“Come tell me the story again, Maggie,
ebrated Rockford Watches, which are unbronze, etc. The work is exceedingly Come whisper It softly to me;
doubtedly the best make of watches in the
well done, and the varietiesof this beau- The same as yon did when the robblns were hid
\Mong the leaves on tbt Sycamore tree,
United States. They are now having
tiful flower as shown by the chromo, are
Ton called me yonr own darling,yonr own Maggie, them engraved in the factory in their
entirely novel and distinct.This chromo,
together

ity

sales are for only a half penny, they not

\

A

No medicinewill io effectuallyImprove the ton*
the stomach a* theae Pills ; they remove all acidoccasionedeither by Intemperance orlmprop
er diet. They reach the liver and reduce It to a
healthy action; they are wonderfullyefficaciousIn
case* of spasm'-ln 'fact they never fall In curing
id s
all disorders of the liver ana
stomach,
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS are the best known in the
world for the following dlseasea:Ague. Asthma,
Billions Complaints,Blotches on theBktn. Bowels,
Consumption. Debility, Dropsy, Dysentery, Kry
sipelas.Female Irregularities,
Fevers of all kind*.
>ut, Headache, Indigestion,inflamatlon.
Flu, Gout
Jaundice,ijiTvr
ouuuuitc,
Liver vuiu^iaiuia,
Complalnta, Lumbago,
ojuiuumw,•Piles,
.-iw, Rho“ :rofuli or King's
umatlsm, Retentionof urine, Ocrofula
Evil, Sore Throats, Stone and Gravel, Tic Douloureux, Tumors, Ulcere, Worms, of all kinds, Weakness from any cause,
of

company has been formed to engage in the
pay a good manufacture of J. E. Higgins’ Patent Butstreet, just as their driver, Mr. Vliek, was
dividend on the outlay. They are con- ter Tub. The company consists of J. E.
going to jump on the wagon, but the
sidered a most effective weapon against Higgins, J. H. Purdy and C. C. Mulder.
frightened animals took to their heels
intemperance.
The intentionis to build a factory forthand rushed down 8th street, smashing the
with and to engage in the manufacture of
j wagon as it collided with hitching and
A Texas paper says: “Ira D. Lattimer,
that admirable patent as soon as circuma lampposts,until near the post-office, where the murderer of Mr. W. T. Flint, io Texstances will permit, and whereas the idea
one of the horses fell, and were taken in arkana, escaped the clutches of the law,
patented is applicable to a great many
' hand. Nobody hurt.
but fell into the embrace of a more merkinds of tubs, it will undoubtedly become
ciless and unrelenting enemy. He escaped
|V "R;
^A,LnoAD construction is very active in into the terrible cold of the past month, and an extensive business. We hail it with
joy. It is a step in the right direction,and
jt! Texas. Out of twelve roads within the
entered the village of Farmersvillewith
one of which we can afford to speak with
L 'state limits nine are pushing extensions to
took fright

In all diseasesaffectingthese organa, whether

two
iwo HtUe
iiiuc wster
waver,
whether they be afflicted with stooe or gravel, or
with acbea and pains settled In the loins over the
regions of the kidneys, these Pills should be tak
en according to the printed directions, and the
Ointment should be well rubbed Into the small of
the back at bed time. This treatment will give
almost Immediate relief when all other mean*
have failed.

|

very successful.Eighteen have already
on Monday afternoon. A team of horses

Disorders of the Kidneys.
they secret
mey
Kcrei wu
too much
niucu or

j

Lord's Supper was presided over by Presiding Elder Barnes, of

A'Y’S PILL.

house."
"Dr. Holloway has cared my headache that was
chronic."
“I gave one of your Pills to my babe for cholera
morbus. The dear little thing got well In a day."
••My nausea of a morning is now cured."
“Your box of Holloway's Ointment cured me of
noises in the head. I rubbed some of your Ointment behind the ears, and the noise ha* left."
•Send me two boxes; I want one for a poor fain

the Vidal family last week

pal articles will be ladies dress goods, challenged him
gloves, hosiery, and a full line of gent’s and they hired

these Pacts.

alimony of the Whole World,

“I had no appetite; Holloway'sPills gave me a
hearty one.”
“Your PHla are marvelous.”
“I send for another box, and keep them In tha

harmoniousand interesting. As a sign of more prosperoustimes in tion is astonishing. Such a thing took
A revised Constitution and By-Laws were the immediate future we can mention that place in Philadelphia,the persons being
adopted, which will be found on another M. D. Howard, is doing considerablebus- Miss Ella Stokes, a rider; Rudolph Mettie,
page. Among other resolutions it was iness in real estate in this vicinity. No an athletic,and the Rev. S. S. Huff, an
Episcopal pastor. The bride and the
adopted to have a festival on March 1st.
less than eleven different land and lot
transactions have passed through his groom appeared as usual in the regular
The grasshopper bounty bill, now beentertainment; and then the marriage
office within the last six weeks. It certainfore the Minnesota legislature, provides
ceremony was performed,to the great
ly indicates that somebody has an eye on
for the payment by the state of the followand confidencein the future of this place diversion ol the assembly.
ing bounties for catching and destroying
and the country surrounding us.
Henry Vidal, a young man who has a
locusts or their eegs: Fifty cents n gallon
for eggs; one dollar per bushel for insects

7

HOLLOW

sent to be married in

leettng was

I.

VAN PUTTEN.

2, 1870.

j

German Empire,

18,899.

That two

isr CALL AND SEE.

the ring, and thus
tion of sundry leaders in the communist
be used ns an attraction to the show, Is
give considerable space this week
insurrection all will be allowed to return
not remarkable;but that a clergyman
proceedingsof the annual meeting

)f the Holland Soldiers’

first-class

PRICES ARE LOW.

ALL KINDS OF

,

unabated, and we learn that the prayer All are

!

sccnl'fl

ssrr-jrs

;

FIRM

JOB OFFICE.

its

appurtenances. The

Men are

sale cheap.

for

NEWS

the buildings recently exhumed
Is

Mr. J. Albers will attend to hi* Clock and Jewdry business, and Mr. Wljkhnljsentothe Watches.
However, each of them will wait on the public in
absenceof he other. They have a large and beau
tiful stock of Clock* and Watche*,which they offer

of 014,000 acres, is well watered and tim- pictures frescoed upon the walls represent.

,

Sr^ofVan Landeirend

,

:

Fn.nco Pmssian war only twenty one

lnen

|

at

I

P»rativcly innocent playthings. Durinc

!

ALBIM.

store of Ut. J.

No. 52, Eighth Street.
i

have made the bayonet and the sabre com-

Ills aecl.iredTu seventeen univer-

McLennan county,

•

1
I

surgery.

mequoocc^ _

—

THE

TiiEimprovementsin long-range firearms

pile apart.

fe* “^’ovcrtl^ow'

!

quart in Lodi.

Russia its higest schools of medicine and

.f

and he, by counting, knows

College when she has consumed a quart. Then
he presents a bill. Milk is four cents a

Iowa, and arrived home on Thursday
morning. We hope he may become one

is being jiauled.

|tpresentingabout

quart. His mother uses six a day

a

in her tea,

Best, has just finished

by raising a net by balloons a quarter of a

The

Offer* hi* service* a* uuch to the public and will
‘ c barn;c*. Having
cuarautechi* work for moderate
I hcen ungaKcd for aomc time past for M<ewr*. Jo*1!m
I A Rrejrman.ha* now started for himself In thr
!

sities open io women, and Swilterland,
The $000 grassboppdRprize ottered by
Norway, Sweden, and Denmark have
Hie Minnesota Legislaturehas inspired a
taken similar action, while France has
ijenius who proposes to destroy the insect
opened the Sorbnnne to woman, and

^

Just Received at

of Physicians and Surgeons, at Keokuk,

E. Van der Vkkn is getting ready to
commence work on his new brick block.
Excavations tor the basement arc being
fct,

Ouit friend

|,js

|

\

_

outkkeepsit. ___

^

on Wednesday/,

vill preside.

for

j

Divine services and lectures will be held ;

^

mm

JCi Jbv

port of entry, accommodating vessels of

The asylum

__

permits.

f

A *

the trees.

worn-out railroad em- 4,000 tons. A ship canal is also projected
'Matoh Van Landgcnd will commence ploy cs will he erected by William II. \ an between the North Sea and the Baltic.
extensive improvements on his dwellingas
on the late Commodore’sfarm at
There is a man in Lodi, Ohio, who
st»n as the weather
| Row Point, about twelve miles below
knows how many tenspoonfulsof milk

I

X

m w

cm

near.”
.

m

n

.

We call the attention of our readers to
It is proposed to cut abroad canal from
the new advertisementof the Phoenix Manchester, in England, to the river
Hotel. Also that of Crosby’s at Grand
Mersey. Manchester hopes shortly to be a

frhas declined the call to Ovcryssel, Mich.
robins

Orleans.

cs as that

H. Wijkhuijsen,

(

------ \1

appearance and

2TEW

j

----The Louisianaorange crop of last year
JiiKToswe gobipresBu telegram rcocli\i8cgtin)11|edl()lmvcl)een88i00000#oritllge8i:__

hauled to the station this winter.

is

for

\i Texas, ihc other day.

Fifty tliansrtid Hu«i,.u Mcmionilcs arc , oll-lo frce ittt.lf
seeking homes in Colorado and Kansas,
-------

At Xuntca, Mich., 40,000 lies will

The

Sixty persons left Uezlulon, Pa.,

nM

ami

spring like.

, their

finished.

is

!

H.

WALSH,

Druggist

[examine specimens and prices.
•HOPS. Holland. Mick., Feb. 25. 187tt »
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OCT OF THE MOUTH OF BABES.”

The best bed in the house was laid for
erend face, though he was all in tetters. teted whispers ; but even in talking they
They laid him between hot blankets, and, never looked at each other ; their eyes Garrett, and when he got up to go to it
My littleniece and I— I read
didn’t that wise old dog get up, too, with
when he came to a bit, gave him warm were glued on the gold.
My Plato in my easy chair;
And ehe was building on the floor
Said Guillaum: “ Ye did very wrong, an effort, and move stifflytoward Garrett,
drink, and at last a good meal. He reA pack of cards with wondrous care.
covered his spirits,aud thanked them Shamus, to turn out the old father as and lick his hand ; and then he lay down
you done ; see now what we all lost by again nil of a piece, ns who should say :
We worked in silence, bnt alas 1
with a certain dignity.
Among the cards a mighty spill,
it. That’s a part of the money he laid “ I’m very tired of it all” “ He knows
When
he
was
quite
comfortable,
and
And then the littleape exclaimed,
by, and we’ll never see a penny of it.”
me now at last,” said Garrett, qoyfuUj.
not before, they asked his name.
••Well! Such la life I Look, Unde Will 1"
‘The wives whispered that it was a
That is his way of saying good-night,I
“Ah!
don’t ask me that,” said he,
I gave a start and droppedmy book—
l
piteously.
“It’s
a
bail
name
I have, and foolish thing to say. “ Leave it to us,” suppose. He was always a wonderful
secret
let
out,
or
a
character
ruined,
or
a
It was “ Pluedo ” I had readsympathetic current thrilled
man brought to the gallows, or mischief it used to be a good one, too. Don’t ask said they, “ and we’ll have it all, one wise dog.”
Like lightning through my heartland head.
In the morning they found Lurcher
made between a father and his own flesh me, or maybe you’ll put me out, as the day.”
This being agreed to, the women stole dead and stiff on the sheep-skin. It was
I eyed with curious awe the child.
and blood, then I’ll engage you’ll hear a others did, for the fault of my two sons.
The unconsdous sibyl, where she sat.
woman had some call to it. We needn’t It is hard to be turned from my own door, toward the old man, one on each side. a long good-night he had bid so quietly
Whose thoughtlesstongue could babble forth
have recoorse to histhory to know your let alone from other honest men’s doors, Lurcher rose and snarled, and old Brian to the friend of his youth.
Strange parables ol Ufejand fate.
hurried his gold into his ample pockets,
Garrett shed tears over him and said :
doin’s; ’tis uudher our eyes; for ’twas through the vilyius,” said he.
Yoe, such is life ! a Bal>el house,
and stood on the defensive.
“ If I had only known what he meant,
So
the
fanner
was
kindly,
and
said,
the
likes
o’
ye
two
burned
Throy,
and
A common doom hath tumbled all,*
“ Oh, father ! and is it you come back? I’d have sat up with him. But I never
made the King o’ Leinsther rebel against “Never mind your name, fill your belKing. Queen and Knave, and plain, and trump,
A motley crew in motley.fall
Oh,
the Lord be praised! Oh, the could see far. He was a deal wiser for a
Brian Bom.”
iy.”
weary
day since you left us, and all our dog than I shall ever be for a man.”
These shafts of eloquence struck home;
We rear our holies, no Pharaoh's tomb.*
But by and by the man went out into
Meantime the family party assembled
Nor brass could build so sure a name
the women set up a screaming,and pulled the yard, and then the wife couldn’t re- good luck wid ye ! ”
Bnt, soon or late, h sad collapse,
Brian received this and similar speech- in the bedroom of the deceased. Every
their caps off their heads, which in that strain her curiosity. “ Why, good man,”
And great the ruin of the same.
part was equivalentto gentle-folks draw- said she, “ sure you are too decent a man es with fun' and reproaches.Then they trace of feigned regret had left their
Ah, such is life 1 Ob, sad. and strange
j humbled themselves and wept, cursed
faces, and all their eyes sparkled with
ing their swords.
to be ashamed of yonrname.”
That Love and Wisdom so ordain
joy aud curiosity. They went to open
their
ill-governed
tongues,
and
bewailed
“
Oh,
mnrther
!
murther,
was
it
for
Some ere the Builder’shand have yet
“ I’m too decent not to be ashamed of
the
men’s
folly in listeningto them. the chest. It was locked. They hunted
O-'c card against another lain
this I married you, Gullaum Taafe ?”
it,” said Brian, “but you are right; an
“ Och, Shamus, vii\\ ye sit an’ hear me honest man should tell his name though They flattered him and cajoled him, and for the key ; first quietly, then fussily.
Home when the house is tiny still
compared to the likes? Would I rebel they dniv him out of heaven for it. I ordered their husbands to come forward The women found it at hist, sewed up in
Some when you’ve built a littlemore
And some when patience hath achieved
and ask the old man’s pardon, and not the bed ; they cut it out and opened the
against Brian Bom, Shamus, a’ra am Brian Taafe — that was."
A second, third, or higher floor.
g>il ?”
“Not Brian Taafe, the strong farmer let him ever leave them again. The chest.
supple sous were all penitence and afThe first thing they found was a lot of
Or should you win the topmost stage.
“ Don’t heed him, avonmeen,” said at Corrans?”
Yet is the strength but toll and pain—
fection directly.Brian at last consent- stones. They glared at them, and the
“Ay, madam; I’m all that’s left of
Shamus ; “ he is an onld man.”
And here the tiny voice rejoined, |
ed to stay, but stipulated for a certain color left their faces. What deviltry was
But she would not be pacified. “ Oh him.”
“ But I can build dt up again."
chamber with a key to it. “For,” said this ?
“ Have you a son called Garrett?”
vo ! vo ! if ever I thought the like ’ud he
Presently they found writing on one
he. “ I have got my strong-boxto take
My height of awe was reached. Can babes
said of me, that J’d rebel against Brian
“ I had, then.”
Behold what reaaon scans in vain?
stone : “Lwik below.” Then then' was
care of, as well as myself.”
The woman spoke no more to him, but
Bom !”
h, childhood it divine,I thought—
They pricked up their ears directly at ’ a reaction, and a loud laugh. “ The old
Yes. LfMfe, build it up again!
As for the other, she prepared to leave rim screaming to the door: “Here,
— Cornhill Magazine.
mention
of the strong-box,and asked fox was afraid the money and parchments
Tom ! Tom ! come here !” cried she
the house.
would fly away, so he kept them down. ”
where
it was.
“ Guillaum,” said she, “ I’d never stay “Tom! Tom!” As Lurcher, a very
“Oh ! it is not far, but I can’t carry They plunged their hands in, and soon
a
day
uudher
your
roof
with
them
as
sympathetic
dog,
flew
to
the
door
and
THE HUSH LEAR.
cleared out a barrowfnl of stones; till
would say I’d burn Throy. Does he for- yelled and barked fiercely in support of it. Give me two boys to fetch it.”
“ Oh ! Guillaum and Shamus would they came to a kind of paving-stone.
get he ever had a mother himself ? All
this invocation, the hullabaloo soon
BY CHARLES READK.
cam’ it or anything to oblige a long-lost They lifted this carefullyout, and dw
’tis a bad apple, that’s what it is, that brought the farmer running in.”
covered a good new rope with a running
“Oh Tom, astliore,”cried she, “it’s father. ”
There is a legend almost as old as Lear, despises the tree it sprung from.”
So they went with him to the fanner’s noose, and— the will
father
his children All this heated Shamus, so that he told Mr. Taafe, the father of Garrett Taafe
It was headed in large lettersfinely oncart,
ami brought in the box, which was
treated
Goneril and Re- the woman sternly to sit down, for the himself.”
pretty large, and above all very full and grossed
gan treated Lear; but he suffered offender should go ; and upon that, to
“ Oh Lord !” cried the farmer, in equal
“The last will and testament of Brian
and survived, and his heart turned bitter show they were of one mind, Guillaum agitation, and stared at him. “ My ; he^7Taafe.”
instead of breaking. Of this prose Lear deliberately opened the door. Lurcher blessing on the dav von ever set foot ! He was once more king of his own
But the body of the instrument was-k
the story is all over Europe, and, like ran out, and the wind and the rain within these doors !”‘ Then he ran to the ! ho™e.
fl,itt^red!U1(1 Pettea 118 ,h.e
the scrawl of the testator
door and halloed : “ Hy, Murphy ! | never had been since he gave away his
most old stories,told vilely. To that, rushed iu. It was a stormy night.
! “I bequeath all the stones in this hoi
:i *
I estate. To be sure he fed this by mysThen the old man took fright, and Elleu ! come here, ye divils
however, there happens to be one excep!’
terious
hints
that
he
had
other
lands
bethe hearts that could turn their fathe;
tion, and the readers of this collection humbled himself
Lurcher supported the call with great
and benefactorout on the highway tin
“ Ah ! Shamus, Guillaum, nchree, let energy. In rau a fine little boy and sides those in that part of the country,
shall have the benefit of it.
In a certain part of Ireland, a long ye have it as ye will ; I’m sorry for what girl. “Look at this man with all the and that, indeed, the full extent of his stormy night
“ I bequeath this rope for any fathe
time ago, lived a wealthy old farmer I said, a’ra gal. Don’t turn me out on eyes in your body !” said he. “ This is possessions would never lie known until
whose name
Brian Taafe. the high-road in my old days, Guillaum, Misther Taafe, father of Garrett Taafe, his will was read ; which will was safely to hang himself with who is fool enoi
His three sons, Guillaum, 8ha- and I’ll engage I’ll never open my that saved us all from ruin and destruc- locked away in his strong-box — with to give his property to his children before he dies.”
mus, and Garrett worked on the farm. mouth against one o’ ye the longest day tion entirely.” He then turned to Mr. other things.
This is a prosaic story compared with
The old man had a great affection for I live. Ah ! Shamus, it isn’t long I have Taafe and told him, a little more calmly,
And so he passed a pleasant time, emthe Lear of Shakspcare, but it is well
them all, and, finding himself growing to stay wid ye, any way. Yer own hair “that years ago, every haporth they had bittered only by regrets, aud very poigtold by Gerald Griffin, who was a man
unfit for work, he resolved to hand his will be as white as mine yet, plaise God
was going to lie carted for the rent ; but nant they were, that he could hear noth- of genius. Of course I claim little merit,
and
ye’ll
be
thanking
him
ye
showed
farm over to them, and sit quiet by the
Garrett Taafe came bv, put his hand in ing of his son Garrett. Lurcher also was but that of setting the jewels. Were I
fireside. But, as that was not a thing to respect to mine, this night.”
his pocket, took out thirty pounds, and taken great care of, and became old and
to tell you that is an art, I suppose you
But they were all young and of one cleared them in a moment. It was a way lazy.
be done lightly, he thought he would
would not believe \t.— Harper * Weekly
mind,
and
they
turned
him
out
aud
just put them to the trial. He would
But shocks that do not kill undermine:
he had ; we were not the only ones he
take the measure of their affection. Pro- barred the door. He crept away, shiv- saved that way, so long as he had it to Before he reached three-scoreand ten,
ceeding in this order he gave them each ering in the wind and rain, till he got on give.”
Brian Taafe’s night-work and troubles
Gen. Grant aud Charles b’Conor.
£100, and quietly watched to see what the lee side of a stone wall, and there he
The old man did not hear these last told upon him, and he neared his end.
The Washington correspohdent of a
they did with it.
stopped and asked himself whether he words ; his eyes were opened, the iron He was (jnite conscious of it, and an- Western journal says : “ Tht President
Well, Guillaum and Shamns put their could live through the night. Presently entered his soul, aud he overflowed with nounced his own departure, but not in a to-day, in conversation,alludtil more in
£100 out at interest, every penny ; but something cold and smooth poked grief aud penitence.
regretful way. He had become quite a I detail to the interviewbetween him and
when the old man questioned Garrett as against his hand ; it was a large dog
“Och, murther! murther!” he cried. philosopher ; and indeed there was a sort Charles O’Couor on Sunday last.
to where his £100 was, the young man that had followed unobservedtill
My poor boy ! what had I to do at all of chuckle about the old fellow in speak- O’Conor called on the PresiiVnt with
he stopped. By a white mark on to go and turn you adrift, as I had done, ing of his own death, which his daughter- Secretary Fish . The PresidentIbid been
said : “I spent it, father.”
“ Spent it?” said the old man, aghast. his breast he saw it was Lurcher, Gar- for no raison in life ?” Then with a pit- in-law secretly denounced as unchristian, previously notified of the fact
“ Is it the whole £100 ?”
rett’s dog.
eous, apologetic wail: “I tuck the and, what was worse, unchancy.
O’Connor desired an interview for the
“ Sure I thought you told us we might
Whenever he did mention the expect- purpose of paying his respects, and to
“Ah !” said the poor wanderer, “ you wrong for the right ; that’s the way the
lay it out as we plaised.”
are not so wise a dog as I thought, to world is blinded. Och, Garrett, Garrett, ed event, he was sure to say, “And offer an apology for the expressions
“ Is that a rason ye’d waste the whole follow me.” When he spoke to the dog, what will I do with the thought of it ? mind, hoys, my will is in that chest.”
mode in a letter written to a friend many
of it iu a year, ye prodigal ?” cried the the dog fondled him. Then he burst out Au’ those two vilyius that I gave it all to • “Don’t speak of it, father,” was the
years ago, which, in the heat of the camold man ; and he trembled at the idea of sobbing and crying; “All, Lurcher! and they turned me out in my onld days,
paign, was exhumed and for the first
rep1?his substance falling into such hands.
When he was dying, he called for his time published. The language used was
Garrett was not wise either; but he as I done you. No mather?” and he fell
Some months after this he applied the would niver have turned me to the door, into a sobbing and a trembling that near- sons, and said, in a feeble voice: “I that “ Grant was a drunken Democrat,
second test. B^e convened his sons, and this bitter night, nor even thee.” And ly killed him for the second time.
was a strong farmer, and come of honest picked out of the gutters of Galena by
addressed them solemnly : “ I am an old so he moaned and lamented. But
But the true friends of his sou Garrett folk. Ye’ll give me a good wakin’, boys, the Republican party for the purpose of
man, my children; my hair is white on Lurcher pulled his coat, and by his nursed him through that, and comforted an’ a gran’ funeral.”
ruling the nation.” O’Conor told the
my head, and it’s time I was giving over movement conveyed to him that he him, so he recovered. But, as he did
They promised this very heartily.
President that he could remember no
trade and making my sowl aisy.” The should not stay there night ; so then live, he outlived those tender feelings
“And after the funeral ye’ll all come such letter,and would not deny that he
two elder overflowed with* sympathy. he crept on and knocked at more than whose mortal wounds had so nearly killed here together, and open the will, the had written it if he did. He begged to
He then gave the dairy-farm and the hill one door, but did not obtain admittance, him. When he recovered this last blow children an’ all. All but Garrett.
Garrett, I’ve
rve j flUy that the charge was without foundsto Shamus, and the meadows to Guil- it was so tempestuous. At last lie lay he brooded and brooded, but uever shed left him nothing, poor hoy, for Bliro ll6 S fism
tion •
; fliof
that he never, nf
of Ina
his rmm
own Imrvrrlknowllaum. Thereupon the two vied with each down exhausted on some straw in the another tear.
not in this world. I’ll maybe see him edge, or from hearsay, had any informaother in expressions of love and grati- corner of an outhouse ; but Lurcher lay
One day, seeing him pretty well re- where I’m goin’.”
tion upon which such an accusatipn cohid
tude. But Garrett said never a word; close to him, and it is probable the stored, as he thought, the good farmer
So there was a grand wake, and the be based. The President said that he
and this, coupled with his behavior about warmth of the dog saved Ids life that came to him with a fat bag of gold. virtues of the deceased and his profes- had never seen the letter,and only knew
the £100, so maddened the old man that night.
“Sir,” said he, “soon after your son sional importance were duly howled hy of its existence from newspaper comhe gave Garrett’s portion,namely, the
Next day the wind and rain abated; helped us, luck set in our way. Mary, an old lady who excelled iu this lugu- ments, adding that he had toe much ex
home and the home farm, to his elder but this aged man had other ills to fight she had a legacy ; we had a wonderful brious art. Then the funeral was hur- perience in haring been personally
brothers to hold in common. Garrett he against besides winter and rough weath- crop of flax, and with that plant ’tis kill ried on, because they were in a hurry abused himself as a public officer to seek
disinherited on the spot, aud jn due er. The sense of his son’s ingratitude or cure ; and then I found lead iu the to open the chest.
to aggravate this unpleasant phase of
form. That is to say, he did not over- and his own folly drove him almost mad. hill, and they pay me a dale o’ money
The funeral was joined in the church- public life by searching for matters of
look him nor pass him by, but even as Sometimeshe would curse aud thirst for for leave to mine there. I’m almost yard by a stranger, who muffled his face, this sort published against him. The
spiteful testators used to leave the disin- vengeance, sometimes he would shed ashamed to take it. I tell you all this to and shed the only tears that fell upon
President says to-day that he deemed the
herited one a shilling, that he might not tears that seemed to scald his withered show you I eau afford to pay you back that grave. After the funeral he stayed explanationample, and was entirely satbe able to say he had been inadvertently cheeks. He got into another county and that £30, and if you please I’ll count it behind all the rest and mourned, but he isfied.”
•omitted, and it was a mistake, old Brian begged from door to door. As for Lurch- out.”
joined the family at the feast which folRiver and Harbor Appropriations.
Taafe solemnly presented young Garrett er, he did not beg; he used to disappear,
“ No !” said Mr. Taafe, “ I’ll not take lowed ; and, behold, it was Garrett, come
'Taafe with a hazel staff and a small bag. often for an hour at a time, but always Garrett’s money ; but if you will do me a a day too late. He was welcomed with
In the River and Harbor bill the folPoor Garrett knew very well what that returned,and often with a rabbit or even favor, lend me the whole bag for a week, exuberant affection,not being down in lowing items appear for the improvemeant. He shoulderea the bag, and a hare in his mouth. Sometimes the for at the sight of it I see a way to
the will ; hut they did not ask him to ment of rivers : Mouth of the Missiswent forth into the wide world with a sad friends exchanged them for a gallon of whisper.”
sleep there. They wanted to be alone, sippi, $100,000; Mississippi, Missouri
heart, but a silent tongue. His dog, meal, sometimes they roasted them in the
Then, with bated breath and in strict and reiul the will. He begged for some and Arkansas, $65,000 ; Mississippi, opLurcher, was for followinghim, but he woods; Lurcher was a civilized dog, and confidence, he hinted to the farmer a reminiscenceof his father,and they gave posite St. Louis, $70,000 ; Dos Moines
drove him back with u stone.
scheme of vengeance. The farmer was him Lurcher. So he put Lurcher into rapids, Mississippi river, $05,000 ; Upper
did not like them raw.
On the strength of the new arrange- Wandering hither aud thither, Brian not even to tell it to his wife. “ For,” his gig, and drove away to that good Mississippi, $30,000 ; Rock Ishmd rapids,
ment, Guillaum and Shamus married di- Taafe came at last within a few miles of said old Brian, “ the very birds will car- farmer, sure of his welcome, and praving Mississippiriver. $10,000;Missourinver,
rectly,and brought their wives home, for his own house; but he soon had cause to ry these things about ; and sure it is God he might find him alive. Perhaps about the mouth of the Yellowstone,
it was a large house, and room for all. wish himself farther off it; for here he knowing devils I have to deal with, es- his brotherswould not have let him go $10,000 ; Tennessee river, $200,000 ;
But the old tenner was not contented to met his first downright rebuff, and, cruel pecially the women.”
so easily had they known he had made a Ohio river, $30,000 ; St. Mary’s river and
be quite a cipher, and he kept finding to say, lie owed it to Iris hard-hearted
Next day the farmer lent him a good large fortune in America, and was going St. Mary’s Falls canal, $100,000; Sagfault with this and that. The young men sons. One recognized him as the father suit ami drove him to a quiet comer to buy quite a shoe of the county.
inaw river, $30,000 ; Falls of St. Anbecame more and more, impatientof his of that rogue Guillaum Taafe, who had scarce a hundred yards from his old
On the way he kept talking to Lurcher, thony, $5,000 ; Great Kanawha river,
interference, and their wives fanned the cheated him in the sale of a horse, and abode. The old farmer got down aud and remindiug him of certain sports they
Va., $100,000; Little Kanawha
flame with female pertinacity. So that another as the father of that thief left him. Lurcher walked at his master’s had enjoyed togetlier, and feats of poach- river, W. Va., $5,000.
the house was divided, and a very home Shamus, who had sold him a diseased heels. It was noou and the sun shining ing they had performed. Poor old
For harlior improvements: Galveston,
of discord. This went on getting worse cow that had died the week after. So,
Lurcher had been pricking his ears all Tex., $100,000; Savannah, Ga., $95,• «#•»«and worse, till at last, one winter after- for the first time since he was driven out
The wife of Shamus Taafe came out the time, and cudgeling his memory as to 000 ; Baltimore, $60,000 ; Oswego, N.
noon, Shamus defied his father openly of his home, he nassed the night supper- to hang up her man’s shirt to dry, when, the tones of the voice that was address- Y., $50,000; Boston, $25,000; Erie,
before all the rest, and said: “ I’d like to less, for houses did not lie close together lo! scarce thirty yards from her, she inghim. Garrett reached the farm, and Pa., $25,000; break- water^ Cleveland,
know what would plaise ye. Maybe in that port. Cold, hungry, houseless, saw an old man seated counting out gold was received first with stares,then with Ohio, $40,000 ; harbor at Toledo, Ohio,
ye’d like to turn us all out as ye did and distracted with grief at what he had on a broad stone at his feet. At first cries of joy, and was dragged into the $30,000; Chicago, HI., $5,000; MichiGarrett.”
been and now was, nature gave way at she thought it must be one of the good house, so to speak. After the first ardor gan City, Ind.,^ $35,000; Harbor of
The old farmer replied, with sudden last, and, unable to -outlast the weary, people— or buries— or else she must be of welcome, he told them he hod arrived Refuge, Lake Huron, Mich., $75,000;
dignity, “ If I dijl, I’d take no jnore than bitter night, he lost Iris senses just be- dreaming ; but, no ! cocking her head only just in time to bury his father. Grand Haven, Mich., $20,000 ; CheboyI gavfe
fore dawn, and lay motionless on the on one side, she saw for certain the pro- “And this old dog,” said he, “is all gan, Mich., $15,000; Milwaukee harbor,
file of Brian Taafe, and he was counting th&t’p left me of him. He was mine first, $20j000; miscellaneousdredging, Su“ What good was yon giving it?” ’•aid hard road.
The chances were he must die; but a man# of gold. She ran in and screamed and, when I left, he took to father. He perior bay, $37,000; ship-channel in
GnillauM; ** we get no comfort of it while
was always a wise dog,”
her news rather than Bi>oke it
just at death’s door his luck turned.
you are in the house.”
Galveston bay, $28,000; examination,
“
Nonsense,
woman
!
”
said
Shamus,
“ We know him,” said the wife, “he surveys and contingenciesof rivers and
Lurcher
put
his
feet
over
him
aud
his
“Do you talk that way tome?" said
has been here before." And she was harbors, $15,000 ; examinationand surthe father, deeply grieved. “ If it was chiu upon his breast to guard him, as he roughly; “ it’s not in nature. ”
“ Then go and see for yourself, man
” going to blurt it all out, "but her man veys at the South Pass of the Mississippi
poor Garrett I had, he wouldn’t use me had often guarded Garrett’s coat, and that
said, “ Another time,” and gave her a river, $15,000.
kept little warmth in his heart; aud at said she.
60.’
“Much thanks the poor boy ever got the very dawn of day the door of a farm- Shamus was not the only one to take look as black as thunder, which wasn’t
The points in a Saratoga county love
from ybri,” said one of the women, with house opened, and the master came out this advice. They all stole out on tip- his way at all, but he explained to her
.....
.. , those
____ story are that Frank was discardedby
sort of semi-circleof afterward. “They are
friends,
venomous tongue ; then the other worn- upon his business and saw something im- toe, and made
Lisa in obedience to the dying iujunctioii
an, finding she could co\pt on male sup- usual lying in the; road a good way off. curiosity. It was no dream ; there were three, over the old man’s grave.
-l*W\to So he went toward it and found Brian piles aud piles of gold glowing in the should think twice before we stir ill of her mother ; that they parted at the
port, suggested to her father-m-la
take his stick aud pack and follow his be- Taafe in that condition. This farmer was sun, and old Brian with a horse-pistol blood behine ’em.” So, when he stopped gate of the cemetery; that she gradually
Iris kneel:
and even
Kneel; ana
even Lurcher her, she turned it off cleverly enough, pined until at the point of death ; tliat^
“Butt he’d And him beg- very well-to-do,but he had known across ms
trouble, and it had made him charitable, aeemed to have I his eyes steadily fixed and said the dear old dog must have his she sent for Frank, but he was on ‘
the oounthiy.”
holloed to his men aud hud the on the glitteringfcooty. When they had supper. Supper they gave him, and a death-bed with fever ; and their
women’s tongues the wounded He
taken in; he called his wife, too, thoroughlydrink in this most unex- new sheep-akinto lie on bv the orreat fire* werei
old
pected scene,
bade her observe that it was
SI hear ye
!

say. Ye never yet heard of anything
good that a woman could have a hand in
— only mischief always. If ye ask who
made such a road or built n bridge, or
wrote a great history, or did a great aotiotr, you’ll nevey hear it’s a woman done
it; but if -there Isa jowel with swords
and guns, or two boys cracking eacli
other’s crowns with shillalahs,or a didly
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BLUE ULA8S.
Some

Valuable Information from Gen.
Pleaaonton'iBook— Tl^e Effects of the
Chemical Rays on Animal and Vegetable

e* trial S BM.10ft*J*a«sPJoott,Chtca«a
afternoonhe threw his light again upon
The Gospel of Merit.
the head and neck of this mule through
Where there is bo much rivalrysr in the manuthe transom of a side door. ;• The effect facture of family medidnea, hi* who would succeed must give positive and convincingproof of
of the light upon the aiiihiftl was the
merit Shu is an age of inquiry; People take
cur<> of lii» rlicmniiliMiiMil tlu>
know the
of his deafness; and he is now as healthy “icAys"
“ichyr" and “xrturfforeM"
‘‘xrhertfore*" before acknowledga<
Gmtltmtn,- 1 hereby ccrtlftr that I have had Cafor ton year*,ami forthelaatalxyearahavobecn
and hearty a mule as can be seen any- ing the superiority of one article over another. tarrh
a terrible sufferer. 1 wn* rendered partially deaf, had
8 7 shot $8.00, 70 styles. m.Oat./ru.
where. The removal of the deafness was Among the few preparationsthat have stood tho buzzing In the head, pains acroaa tho temple, dUzr REVOLVER Wkhtrsn Qtm Woaaa. Chicago.IUtest those manufactured by K. V. Pierce. M. D., epells. weak and painful eyes, swollen aud ulcerated
produced by an electro-magneticcurrent of the World’sDispensary,Buffalo. N. Y., have tonalla, hard an<T constant coiigh.acvere pain aorosa
chest, and every Indication of consumption.My
evolved by the two lights upon his audi- for many years been foremost The truth of tho
head ached all tbs time. Tho matter accumulated $68
tory nerves and exciting them to healthy any statement made concerning them can be o rapidlyIn my head andthroat that 1 could not keep
them free. Frequently at night I would spring oat of
easily ascertained, for Dr. Sage’n Catarrh Remaction.
bed, It seemed to me, at the point of aulrocatlon. I

SWORN STATEMENT

removal

BOSTON °DRUCCI8T.
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$25

Life.

Maj. Gen. Pleaeonton has just published in book-form a number ofaddiesaes, memoirs, etc., written and delivered
by him at various times, on the influence
of the blue rays of the sunlight and the
blue color of the skv in developing animal and vegetablelife, arresting disease,
and restoring life in acute and chronic
disorders to human and domestic animals.
During the summer of 1871, save Gen.
Pleasonton, a professionalgardener in
Massachusetts (near Boston), who had
been trying for some time to protect his
young plants from minute insects which
fed upon them, after numerous experiments, all of which failed, succeeded
with the blue ray. He made a small triangular frame, covered it with blue
gauze, prepared the ground and sowed
the seed, covering a portion of the

ground

$40

edy and Dr. Pierce’sGolden Medical Discovery
Singular Instances of Moral Sense in a are now prescribed by many physicians in curing
obstinate cases of Catarrh and incipient ConHorse.
sumption.The Discovery has no equal in curCoudis.
mils. Colds. Bronchial and Nen
Nervous Affec[From the AtlanticMonthly.]
tions. It allays all irritation of the mucous
I have a horse who is now not less than
membrane,aids digestion, and when used with
41 years old, and it is possible that he is Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Purgative Pellets readily
a year or two older; for thirtv-eight years overcomes torpid liter' and
and Constipation, while
ago he was broken to use. He is at pres- the Favorite Prescriptionhas no rival in the
field of prepared medicine in curing diseases
ent on the retired list, only occasionally
peculiar to females.If yon wish to “ knoio tlojbeing called upon to lend a helping telf” procurea copy of •• The People’s Common
shoulder to his younger colleague; but Sense Medical Adviser, ” an illustrated book of
his intellectis as fresh and as full of ex- nearly 1,000 pages, adapted to the wants of
pedients as ever. No horse ever knew even-body. Price |1.50, postage prepaid. Address the author,R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
better how to save himself, to spare effort

$77

would then have recourseto every means In myp>ewer
to dislodge tho mucus from my thjoat and head Dieforo
____
8
being able to sleep again. For a period of sir years
my tonsil* were ulceratedand so much Inflamed that
I could with difficulty ewallow. I IlnMIy consulted an
fSiT. fin.
eminent snrgeon In regard to an operation on them,
but at his request postponed It. The constant Inflammation and ulceration In my throat, caused by tho
poisonous matter dropping down from my head, had
so Irritated and inflamed my lungs that 1 coughed Incosanutly,—a deep, bard cough. Meanwhilemy system
began to show the effects of this disease, so that I lost
flesh, grew palp, and showed every symptom of an
early death by consumption. Ylicn mattershad
:ned this stage, or about six months ago, 1 began
use of BAvroRD's Radical Cum roa CATAcen,
Alter using the flrstbottlo
I began to improve rapid- Q A Cords,do two alike. SOc. Agents wanted. Outfit
ly. Tho firstdose seemed to clear my head os I had
10c 1 none frse. Rasback k Bun-ill,Herkimer, NT.
not known it to be lor years, it seemed gradually to
arrest the discharges. Jt itopprit tny cough in ihrttt
Jays. By using It as a gargle 1 soon reducedthe Inflammationand swelling of my tonsils, so that they
H. W. Collender,
soon censed to trouble me. The soreness across my
chest disappeared, tho buzzing noises In my bead
Sue
Gotland
ceassd,
and_____
of seeing
.my scuses of hearing
_ .
_ _ wen
were complotely restored,and every symptom of disease
pletely
discos that Broadway, New York. Manufaotarsr of 8Uuu»>u
Standard Ameri..»had reduced me to the verge of the grave disappeared eoa BilliardTables. Illnstrstsd Cotalogus*sent by mofL
by the use of Bahfoid'sIt a dio al Cuek fob Cataruu,
I have been thus expllqltjiccause,
os a druggist,I
~
k(|
nave seen agreat dcal o^sutfcrlng from Catarrh,au

$65

fiSlfKK

$12

KEL.

$5

ra-KiTJSJT .srat
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BROOM
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It 1b now generally admitted by honest
with the frame and gauze, leaving the and prolong his powers; no one was ever
other part exposed to the attiicks of the so cunning to slip his halter, open the physiciansthat, when once the consumption is
fairlyfastenednpon the lungs, no human power
insects. The plants outside the frame feed-box and supply the phosphates, the can save the patient from death. They also say
ich to him he knew as
were all eaten as soon as they germinat- necessity of which
that about 50 per cent, of those who die from
well as any “scientist.” I have seen this disease can trace the cause to a neglected
ed ; those under it escaped entirely.
1'am s m U1 a rwlOi* luM re atm n t o P CaUrrh as pracGen. Pleasonton’s explanationof the him, through a crack in a board shanty, cough or cold, which might have been cured by tised by the best physicians,ond have consulted tho
most eminent about my case. I have used every kind
a
small
bottle
of
liquid
Opodeldoc,
or.
what
is
phenomenon is that the sunlight, nega- used while the stable was building, lift
remedy and apparatua that have appeared during a
the same thing, Johnson'* Anodyne Liniment. of
period of six years past, and hare, whllo following
tively electrifiedin passing through the and lay aside witli his teeth six boxes
Ihclr use, taken great care of my general health, but
cm.
meshes of the blue gauze, which is posi- which were piled atop of one another,
Is there one render of this paper suf- obtained no reliefer enconragementfromanyoflli
Since curing myself with Sakkohd’s Radical Cunn,
tively electrified,excites an electro-mag- until he found the onto at the bottom. fering from rheumatism? If so, write to Hol- I have recommended It In over one hundred cases
netic current sufficientlystrong to destroy Then, when my head appeared at the nhonstiuo A Bentley, Druggists, Washington, without a single case of failure, and have la numerous
instancesreceived wholesale orders from partiesto
the feeble vitalityof the eggs or of the window, he instantly gave up his leisure- D. C., for u circularof Durang's Rheumatic whom I have sold one bottle. This Is tho only patent
Remedy.
This
medicine
is taken internally,and
medicine I have ever recommended,never having beinsects themselves,which are in the soil ly, luxurious munching of the gram,
lievedIn them before, although constantlyengaged la
will positively cure any case of rheumatismon
with the seed, leaving the seed to germ- opened his jaws to then fullest extent, the face of the green earth. Price, one dollar their sale. Very gratefullyyours.
Uoixc.x,Feb. 23, 1873. GEORGE F. D INSHORE.
thrust his muzzle deep into the Ikix, and a bottle.
inate rapidly under its influence.
BcrroLX,
Feb. 23. 1TO.
A lady residing in Philadelphiaalso gravely walked back to his stall with at
Then personally appeared the ssld George F. DinsA
bill
has
been
introduced
in the New
more, and made oath that the foregoing itstement by
informed the General that, having some least a quart of oats in his mouth. This
York Senate providing that the capital him subscribed Is true. Before me,
choice plants in pots in her sitting-room horse had a playful habit of snapping at
8ET1I J. THOMAS.
stock of life, tire and marine insurance
Justiceof tho Peace.
which were drooping, she threw over my arm when he was harnessed for a
drive. (I always talk to a horse before companies shall be liable to taxation
them a common blue
)lii gauze veil, such as
equally with bank capital.
ladies wear, and exposed them to the starting, as a matter of commsn politeness.)
Of
course
I
never
flinched,
and
sunlight, and in a short time they were
At home or abroad, get Dr. J. H. Mchis teeth often grazed my sleeve as he
fully restored to health and vigor.
Lean's Strengthening Cordial and Blood PuriCures Pains and Aches.
The General also says on the insect struck them together. One day, more fier, recognisedall over the World an the best
It equalizesthe Circulation.
question that, having introduced blue than a dozen years ago, he was in rather tonic, invigorator and purifierof the blood. For
It subdues Inflammatory Action.
puny
and
weak
children,
or
delicate
females.
It cures Ruptures
---------iptur ----------and Blrnlns.
glass into the windows of one of the serv- reckless spirits,and snapped a little too
It removes rain and Soreness.
an absolute necessitv. Dr. J. H. McLean, 314
It cures Kidney Complaint.
ants’ sleeping-rooms,it was noticed that vigorously, catching my arm actually
Chestnut street. Ht. Louis.
It strengthensthe Muscles.
large numbers of flies which had pre- in his jaws. I scarcely felt the] bite,
It cures
BK
ithcnmatlsm and Neuralgia.
It Relaxes Stiffened Cords.
viously infested them were soon found but I was very much surprised. The
That nasal twano, it is Catarrh ; cure
It cures Nervous Bhocks.
dead on the inside sills of the windows. horse, however, showed such unmistaka- it at ouce, before it shows on your face, by Dr.
It Is InvaluableIn Paralysis.
It cures Inflammation of tho Liver.
A gentleman in West Philadelphiahad ble signs of regret and distress that I J. H. McLean’sCatarrh Snuff. It soothesirri-
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large lemon-tree,

which

lie prized
highly. He placed it in his hall nea
the vestibule door, the side-lights o
which were of glass of different colors
blue and violet predominating. The
sunlight passing through these side
lights fell upon a portion of the branches
of the lemon-tree,and great vigor was
imparted to the vitality of these branches,
which were filled witli fine fruit, while
other branches which did not receive the
light from the blue and violet panes
were small and without fruit.
The early vegetablesused in the General’s family are for the most part started
in pots under blue and plain glass, then
transplanted into proper soil, and are
ready for use several weeks in advance
of the market Thus he has used corn
ns early as July 12, which does not ordinarily mature until Aug. 10.
During the hitter part of 1871, Commodore Goldsborougnlearned of Gen.
Pleasonton’sexperiments and proceeded
to imitate them at Mound City, 111.,
where he was then stationed.
The first trial was made by the surgeon, who had every alternate pane of
uncolored glass removed from each of
two windows in his parlor, and substituted for them corresponding panes of
blue glass. A number of plants and
es of many varieties, potted, ^fere
[properly placed in the room, and in a
['sliorttime began to manifest the effects
’of the remarkable influence to which
they hoi been subjected.Their growth
was rapid, and they increased in the
length of their branches from one inch
and a half to three inches, according to
their species, every twenty-fourhours.
The second experiment was made on
the developmentof the newly-hatched
chickens of two broods of the same
variety hutched on the same day. One
of the coops was partly covered with
blue and plain glass ; the other coop was

25

cta.for ftirmrrt' and

Merchant!'Hand Book

of Interest Table and Rule*. A gent* wanted.
Address 8 U teaman Adr. Dept. .Marshall, Mich.

SMOKY

•and, fuel saved, and beat Inoreaaed by applying the Spiral Draft,
Bend •tamp for circular (with testimooials)to Henry Oolford
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BUKrORD'8 SONS, BOSTON MARA.

removes Nervous Pslus.

It cures Spinal Wsskners.
simply said, “Never do that again!' tation, cures Sores in the nose, face or skin.
It Is Gratefuland Boothlng.
And he never did 1 From that moment Trial boxes 50 cts., by mail. Dr. J. H. McLean,
It cares Epilepsyor FIU.
314 Chestnut,St Louis.
It Is Safe, Ualfable, and Economical.
he gave up the habit of years ; he laid
It Is prescribedby Physicls
physicians.
book his ears or feigned anger in other
It ..
Is Indorsed by Electrician..
Electricians.
Cut this notice out and bring it with
Sold by nil druggistsfor 23 cento. Bent on receiptof
ways, but he never again made believe you. We are authorizedto refund the cash to zn
25 cems
cents lor
for one,
one, $1.25 iur
for six,
six, or $2.25 lor
for iwcivu,
twelve, carewrapped, and warranted perfect,bv WEEKS A
to bite. This, certainly, goes far lie- any person or persons who shall buy and use fully
PUTTER, Proprietors,Boston, Mass.
yond the temporary sorrow for an unin- Parson*' Purgative Pills and fail of relief and
satisfaction.
tentional injury which may be referred
to an animal’s affection.What else is
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam, the
conscience than knowledge of wrong great New England cure for coughs, colds and
made permanent by a memory’ which consumption.Cutler, Bros. A Co.’s, Boston,

Tr*«, (finite, Flowtr k Htrb Betdt. ftsed fer
3 Pri** LUW, Addrtu H. M. THOMPSON
Frsaeii,lUlwsukM Oe., WIs.
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forbids the repetition of the wrong ?

same horse once revealed to me the
ter quality in a surprising way.

The
lat-

CHICAGO SCALE CO.

only genuine.

See

adv’t

08 A 70

headed “Down with high prices.’
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N to travel and sell to
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Denlera

new unbreakable glose chimneys
and lamp gooda. NoPeddllitK.
No PedtUInff. Salary liberal
Businesspermanent Hotel and Umvelfng expensee paid.
Momtoh Glass Co., 264 Main Ht.. Cincinnati,Ohio.

telling the story privately, I find that it

sometimes incredulously received ; yet
I am sure that uo one who cherishesthe
proper respect for animals will refuse it

A FORTUNE

Can be made by a few smart men who can keep their own
ooansel. Address J. R. GLADDING, Hoboken, N. J.

St., Chicago, 111.

On

is

paper free for 3 months. Inclose10 cents to pay
postage. Ayente Wanted. KXMDAL A Co., Boston,Moso.
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credence. In the company of a friend I
was driving along a country’road in a
light, open buggy. I paid no attention Mo. 41

ROSE GROWER’S COMPANION AND FLORAL 6UIDB
Tells vou how to grow Roaeii, Geranium*. SU.

BEALS & FOSTER,

to the horse, for he could turn, back, or

MEW YORK,
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execute any other maneuver in harness
Tie American Newspaner Dniei Lists
us well without as with a driver. Halting at a bouse where my friend wished
of Co-operatite Newspapers.
to call, I waited for him outside. PresAdv*rtU«r« dealrlnirto qm either of the Uita (not pubently the horse looked back at me, twist- lished In their own cltr) mar communicate with Menars.
BEALS
A FOSTER direct, aa all order*wlU hereafter
ing his body between the thills in a
pats

TO
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4-ton

JCi Arret*. Boil

Hag

Scale*, $00 1 old price, $1C0.
All other sizes at a great reduction. All Scales wrirrnntvd. Send for Circular and Price-List.

rich, title perfect, creptrer/a/e.
Oil.
mate unsurpasaed. For sab) at from $l.a0to$S.80per
acre. Terms easy. For Circular, Alsp Ac., apply to K.
MARTIN A CO.,408FirotSt, Son Francisco, California.
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,

ELIZA Wife Mo.
DEMOCRATS!
CREENBACKER8! YOUNG.

10. Is.OOOeto'riy.wlI
atnVfiMk Dtigtln*

IllmiraUu clriuli
efn ulan,

through their hand*.

A. J. A1KENN, President
singular fashion. I perceived that he
All who wish an able, newsy and fair-mindedpaper,
American N ewepaper Union.
I finumfl Inmtigau Um moritsof Th* niaa.
had some communicationto make, and
rh
nt' d*Vhlek**t
^UMn^ ^mihoni Republicanism, AlTr.nl I K trsted Weekly before determining
said, “What is the matter now, Ben?”
AUUllJLkJs apon ro |r work this fall and wfat
lor. The eombinstion for this season surpasses anything
Thereupon, by twisting a little more, lie
heretofore attanpUd. Terms sent free. Address
OHAfl. 0LU0A8 A 00.,,14 Warren Sl.NMvTwfc.
managed to hold up his right hind foot,
the leading and representativeRepublican Journalof
and I saw that the shoe hail been lost.
madss rapidly
rs
rnnvMsIag.
the South.
98
“That's right,” said I ; “ you shall have a
•Hilly Cominerclal, 810 per year; 86 cents per
itnleri
•Carl, book may be iqfe'.yreeelvrd at among <h$ very but.*
mouth. Try It one month.
new shoe as soon as we get to the vilWeekly ('oniuirrrlnl, neatly arranged, clearly
JAH. T.
printed, carefully edited—n capital family newspaper $2
lage.” He set down his foot, and for a
per year, £ 1 for sit months. In Clubsoflive, 81.60
moment seemed satisfied. Then the THE SALUTATION.
each per yasr; Cluliaoften or more, 81-50 each.
One copy of either edition sent free, postpaid, to any
Firat-Cl&a* Church Muric Rook.
will lores 'th'e beard to grew thick and heavy
same turning of the head and twisting of
address.
In fl
on the smoothestfree (withoutinjury)
inJury).ln
the body were repeated.“ What, Ben
Au
Agent
wanted
in every neighborhood,to whom w#
threniMlyredays
in evtry esse, or money chee
THE ENCORE
par -Jit (ter cent, cash coromlaaion.
or a handsome and
rwtpald 9 to
funded^Sft^cents
is anything else the matter ?” I asked.
Fir*t-CU*»Singing School Book.
valuable premium. Send for Special Circularto Agents.
He now lifted up the left hind foot,
BEST ADVERTISING Medium In tke South,
WORLD OF
•3Cl0,h; rate* and quantityand quality of circulation considered.
which was still shod. I was quite at a
for the
Unriraled Collectionof Song*.
Rate-cardand copies ot patter tree.
A 40 page Pamphlet on Speelsf
loss to understand him, and remained
A. II. HIKGFitIKD.
and ChronicDisease*. Cancer,
ManagerCOMMERCIAL, LouiuVille,Ky.
•20“
silent. He looked back at me out of the GEMS OF THE
t, 4c., SENT FRKK on 'cceipl
The Most Brilliant Piano Music.
comer of his eye, and evidently saw that
dispensaryNo. ItN. *th»t..St. Louis. Ma
I was puzzled, whereupon he sat down PERKINS’ ANTHEM BOOK.
HAVE sold more dozens of Hatch's UniveisalCong
h
iguAn easy Anthem for each Sunday in the Year.
a common one. Tho cliickeus were fed his foot and seemed to tliink. Almost
A Syrup for the past year than I have ever sold olf a
similarmedicine daring the same length of time,
immediately
he
lifted
it
up
and
shook
it
at the same time, with equql quantities

MUSIC BOOKS
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SONG.

ceeding the development of the chickens
of the other brood.
Early in.1872 the! wife of one of the
gentlemen on the station gave birth prematurely to a child weighing only three
hL and a half pounds. It was very feeble,
liklv
possessing out little vitality.The windows of the room in which it was beta
qnd reared were draped with blue curtains, through which and the plain glass
windows the sunlight entered the room.

1
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Addre*.

DANCE.

MILLION^
,
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vigorously. The loose shoe rattled.
There was a positiveprocess of reasontlie blue and ing in this act, and it is too simple and

sun light by their daily almost visible
growth and increase of activity,far ex-

MONEY
WIIXIAM»,L7.»*

A

!

of the same feed. Those under the blue
glass soon began to display the effects of
the stimulatinginfluence of

LOOISME COMIRim,
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Collection. ($1.35
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Superb

Brief, New, Spirited
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have on my shelves thirteen differentonttgh rented!
comprisingmost of those considered staple in this sec-

tion.

dor.)

Gleea in abundance.

clear to be interpreted in any other way.
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Doctors Disagree.

Chicago is suffering severely from
scarlet fever and diphtheria. At a meet-
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ing of physicians to consider the epi- C. H.Dltaon&Co., J. E. Dltaon 4(Co.,
demic and its proper treatment a resolu711 Bboadwat,
Successor*to Lee A Walker,
tion was offered, the purport of which
New York.
Vhila.
was that no medicines which could be
NEW WILLCOX A GIBBS
administeredwould prevent diphtheria,
and that the continued administrationof
them for any great length of time would
be injurious. Dr. Beebee declaresthat
The lacteal system of the mother was this was aimed at his recommendation of
sulpho-catbolate
of soda, which, he holds,
Only machine
greatly excited and secreted an excessive
L*tert
in the world
will destroy the germs of diphtheria, the Invention,and
quantity of milk, while at the same time
with
producing
blood
and
tissues being disinfected. He
Antomatic
tliecliild’s appetite was increasedto such
moat
Tension and
thinks that the remedy has fulfilled all
Marvelous
an extent that the mother sometimes
Stitch
expectations; and some of his brethren,
Result*.
Indicator.
found it- ^Hfecult to satisfy its hunger.
it appears,think otherwise. Who shall
Trad* Mark In hue
of tvtrjr mschlns.
The child grew rapidly, and tour months
decide when even Chicago doctors dis•^fter its birth weighed’ twenty-two
SILENT
agree ?
pounds, being at tho rate of four and
Send Postal Card for IllnstratedPrice List, Ac.
live-eighths pounds per month.
Sale of a Menagerie.
Willcox & Gibbs S. M. Co.,
Gen. Pleasonton proceeds to relate the
658 Broadway. New York.
The great London menageriewas re- (Cor. Bond
bllowing extraordinary circumstances: cently disposed of at auction, at Atlanta,
.t the close of the late civil war he
BUSINESS.
Ga. The following are some of the
jit ft couple of mules which had prices paid for wild beasts: Four- royal
«*“ WE WANT 500 MORE FIR8T-CLA88
iu the military, service. One of Bengal tigers, $4,000; five elephants, SbWINC MACHINE AGENTS, AND 500
was completely deaf, his hearing $15,000; six hyenas, $1,000; an eland and MENOFENERCY ANDABILITYTO LEARN
been destroyed by the noise of two piccories, with the cage, $1,000; a THE BUSINESS OF8ELLINC SEWING M ACHI N ES. COMPENSATION LIBERAL, BUT
ng, . Two or three years after
large African lion, $400; a lioness and VARYING ACCORDING TO ABILITY, CHAR
^.ral got him the animal was three cubs, $400; five panthers,$900; a ACTER AND QUALIFICATIONS OF THE
irifli so violent acute rheumatism
sacred cow, $300; a camel, $300; a zebra, AGENT. FOR PARTICULARS, ADDRESS
juld not walk. He got a great $500; eight small ponies and their CinWilson Stiffii Mine Co.. CMcp,
iter of it, but his deafness conderella carriage,$1,100; four Shetland 827 5 828 BBOADWAT, Hnr York, or X«v onm Ms
til the spring of 1874, when he
ponies were sold at the very low figure of
tpely from both deafness $35 each. The total amount realized by
#m. Over each of the doors the sale was $52,680.50.
Frank Leslie's Historical Begister
o which he had been moved
- OF THE
my about fifty Chinamen
There are only
with panes of blue and
9,Pe
Pa., now.
i. tfheae are all
The stall of this mule at Beaver Falls,
door with such a transom engaged in the cutlery works. The others la the only complete Pictorial Historyof the Centennial
publfthed. A mammoth panorama, l.OOO lorgeengrav.
rising sun cast his light who were there completed their labor
transom on to the neck and contracts, and have gone elsewhere in
head of this mule. In the search tf employment
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Evans Mills, Jeff. to.. W. Y.
gold by Van Schaaci, Btivxk*om A Rud, Chicago,111
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Common Connell.
Tuesday, February 0, 1677.
The Common Council met in regular
session and was called to order by' the
Mayor.

Mortgage Sale.

-AT

KF AULT havlne bern made In the conditions
of a certain indentareof Mortgage, bearing
date the 18th day of December, A. D., 1873. uiauv
made
and executed by Henry Samelt and Emma Samel t
of the City of Holland, County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan, partlea of the Aral part, and
William Katte. of the name place, party of the

...

Present: Mayor Van Landcgond. Aid.
K (inters,Minderhout, Croldey, Dykema,
Schmid and the Clerk.

approved.
approveu.

SHOES

8b

--

Eioiith Street, City of Holland.

Minutes of the previous meeting were mooud part, and recordedtn t*ie offlctToMhoRer
read
:uu anu
and
j
' i*'er
laier oi
of ueotia
Deeda in
tn ana
and for the County
county of Ottawa and

rtt.)

Brcyman appeared and took

(Aid.

80

account.'

1.1,

'

A

The following poor bills were presented
for payment:
H. Boone .................................$ 6 00
W. A H. Elfcrdlnk:......................
4 40
M. P. Vlaser .............................
8 50
Mra.Moohert ..................
8 75
C. Keppef .....................
2S 50
O. J. Te Vaarwerk .................
8 00
FlfleldA Weatveer ........................
3 00
G. Van Putten ...............................
M 85

the Winter trade.

Full

DOESBURG,
mb smm.

J. 0.

Mra. Boeve ...................................
8 50
G. W'akker ................................. 4 00
A. FUetatra ...............................
6 00
D. De Vries. ...... ............
28 75
O. Peerboltc. ........................
15 50
P. A A. Steketee ..................
12 00
Workman A Son....; ........................118 00
Dork te Roller ............................
41 80

• .

70,

ordered paid.

REPORT OF COMMITTEES.
The select Committee on ^Ig 'dliaugiDg
the ward boundries fur the purpose of
equalizing the population,reported an .
Ordinance relativeto such effect.

and

Chamois Skins,

Counter, Cloth,

Dated: Holland, Mich., December 28 A. D. 1876.
CHARLES STORING, Asuiqnee of Mortgage.
Ibiolved, That the Ordinance be accepted
Howard & MoBbidi, Hf/’ys.for Arngnte,
and placed upon the General Order of the
Day.

City Hotel,

That the Ordinance be laid
table by Yeas and Nays ns fol-

Resolved,

upon the
lows: Yens, Minderhout, Cropley Schmi 1,
—3. Nays, Ranters, Brcyman, Dykema.

WuliiiigtoB Sir,,

On

the original motion the Yeas and
Nays were as follows: Yeas, Ranters,
Minderhout, Cropley, Brcyman, Dykema
and Schmid.— 6.— Curried.

-

- Smd

M

lm

rst-CUtHHAccom mod

Fi

J. O.

at Ions.

reoonimendetl li Ki
j. (x
that the charter be so changed as to make
the office of Street Commissioner an ap-

V

pointive office, instead of elective.

DOESBURG.

1

')

I will

(Broadway, JTew York.

iHms^iplounss

Aid.

I will

amended by

Stereopticons and
ic

By Aid. Minderhout,

Rooked, That an order be issued in
favor of L. Vissers for $300 hearing inREPORT OF CITY OFFICERS.
The clerk reported the oath of office
filed of Pieter Roning as constable of 3rd
Ward.

ence.

for the

fllGKFOJiD

J

>PMatic 31

month of Jun

following action was taken on
former Report of Com. on City Poor:
By Aid. Dykema,

Rooked, That the report of Com. on
City Poor he adopted and that at least
Two members of the Poor Committee shall
meet with the Director of the Poor twice
a month for the distributionof said money
report to the Common Council at
each regular meeting.—Carried.

and

Council adjourned.

John A. Roost,

City Clerk.

-

General Jewell was our Minister

in Russia he visited the tanneries of that

country and found out the secret of the
Russia leather,beloved of hook devotees.
is the result of the use

of

birch

bark tar with which the skins arc dressed

of tallow and

grease, the latter

substancesbeing so largely used as food

which
is carefully saved as it exudes from the
wood when burned, was first used as a

after this

date,
line

I

of

Granite

to'

tanneries,

^hjLeof the

and

Mr. Jewell found this

curriers’shops,

compound in

great kettle ready for use,

mystery was solved.

It

and thus

n

the

was not expensive,

costing about $lv) a barrel, and he immediately ordered ten barrels
to

Ware

and the
result is that genuine Russia leather goods
are now made in America, and doubtless
will soon be sold at ncaiiy fifty per

Malignity generally drinks the
part of its

own

A Family

Machine!

vaarwerk.

Holland,

g. J.
Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.

am now preparedto take

I

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

MINDERHOUT,

W.

Prop’r.

MEAT MARKET

etc.

—

|

I3ST

—

THE

FIRST WARD.

Era’s

ITf

&

The undersignedannounce* to the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausage*. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto

I3STD.

and the only elope-* poked wagon manufac
lured. It i* a better wagon than the Jacksou Wagon, and I will sell them Just as
cheap, and give a written wanunty
for one year. Wagons of my
gown manufacture I will

Dad

"

1,111

10 faVor

part of their

„ ,

_
Holland. July

14,

W. BUTKAU,
J-

VAN ZOEHEN.

1876.

for

sell

Work

Walsh’s Cough Candy.

Warranted.
with

The best COUGH

ncatne*»

CANDY
sale in

U

Of

IU

those willing to

work

in

use— For

New York

1,10 Pa8t ;!0 years,

new in this

1875.

for

bu

Stat"

ForSalcby thepor
or ounce.

Can't he made hv every agent every
month in the business we furnish biit
can easily earn a

dozen dollars a day right in their own localities.
Have no room to explain here. Businesspleasant
and honorable. Women, and boys and girls do us
well as iik n. We will furnish you a completeOutfit free. The business pays better than anythin*
else. Wo will hear expense of starting you. Particulars free. Write and see. Farmers and mechanics, their sons and daughters, and all classes
in need of paying work at home, should write to us
and learn all about the work at once. Now is the
time. Don’t delay. AddressTni’K A: Co., Augusta,

^“pGth

The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate A
Son's Hardware Store.

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH
All

080 "'k0

Maine.

PLEASANT TO TaKL,

N. B.— Dealers sup

plied at wholesale
rules at the

City
48—

5-17

6

Drug

Store.

mo

$30,000
X

BOTTOM PRICES

With

m

Magical

—

3

“

FOR SALE.

BOWUGS

MOOD

5-17

-2

1875.

WINTER. 1876

FALL AND

Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.

B.ltMy

And

mCBJNTIX

Planing
Of

the

h5/may

cheaPb,< Privately, and radi

CUrt'

&r

This Le- tnre should be In the hands of
every youth and every man in the land.

Mill.

And wo tre confident we can
want

satisfy all

wbc

F.
41 Ann

Brngman
fit

,

Or Re-Sawing Done.
A

IDZESTST

A*D T™e

and

STEAM

Does

A

lull

a

Intht? United States and Enrope. Particular atten
tion paid to the collectionsor Hanks and Bankers.
Remittances made on day of payment. All bnslness entrusted to me shall have prompt attention. Interest allowed on tlme deposits, subject

my

*

Or anything in our line, manufactured on short
notice.

W. VERBESK A
4U

Oo.

*

N.

fall

and winter hat

of the latest styles.

Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking
Shawls we make

a specialty.

~

office.

Farm

SPECIALITY.

kinds of Gloves.

supply of
all

general Banking, Exchange, and Collection business. Collections made on nil points

sold at
105 tf

Shawls,

New 7o:k; Post OfficeBox. 4588.

iltai

TCTUMI

all

and Winter

Son.

St

Nathan Kenyon, Banker

maumake

H.

Cloaking, Fall

HOLLAND, MICH.,

Planing, Matching,
-WE HAVE

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks, anc

Sent under seal, in a plain envelope,toanv address, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

Most Approved Patterns;

grealesl

poison.— [Seneca.

Wagons.

small at

contj DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS

prices.

the

T! THI W08XIH3 CLA33.— We are now prepared rr«» boat! on good Improved farms In sums o
to furnish all classes with constant employment at
$500 and upwards. Time to suit borrower,
home, the whole of the time, or for their spare
FREEMAN LATHROP,
moments. Bnsincs* new light and profitable.
Ins. A Loan agent. 100 Monroe, St.,
Knitting
Persons of either sex easily earn fiom 50 cents to
(Nearly opposite Morton Honse,)
$5 per evening, and a proportional sum by devotNow attracting universal attention by its astonGRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
ing their w hole time to the business, fiovs and
ishing performancesand its great practical value
B. P. HIGGINS
girls earn nearly as much as men. That all who
for every day family use. It
k
It knits
every possible
see this notice may send their address, and test the
variety of plain or 'fancy work
bnslness we make this unparalleled offer:To such
: SOW LOST,
as arc not well satisfiedwe will send one dollar to
almost
speed,
Just published,a new edition of pay for the trouble of writing. Full particulars, A 3 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 300 benrin
Ur. CulTenrill'iCelebrated Essay on samplesworth severaldollars to commence work grape vines, 100 Currant bushes; Strawberries
and gives perfect shape and finishto all garments.
the radicalcure (without medicine) on, and a copy of Home and .Fireside,one of the Pears. Apple. Quince. Chcstnnt, Mulberry,Appri
It will talt a pair cf tociiii fifties nlnuteil Every
largestand best Illustrated Publications,all sent cot, Cherry and Peach trees in hearing.
— __
of Bpermatorraa or Seminal Weak
machine WARRANTED perfect, and to do Just
No money required down Inquire of
what is represented. A complete Instruction book ness. Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotcncv, fret- by mail. Reader, if yon want permanent,
Mental and Physical Incapacity. Impediments io profitablework, address. Ceouoe 8tinhonA Co.,
accompanieseach machine.
J. VAN LANDEGEND,
Portland, Maine.
Marriage, etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
Holland, April 19*
No. 1 Family Machine,1 cylinder,72 needles, $30.
tits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extraNo.
’•
•• 72<tl00•* §40. vagance, Ac.
A satnpU machine will be sent to any part of the
Price, In a sealed envelope, only cfx cents.
United States or Lauada,( where we have no agent),
The
celebrated
author, in this admirable Essay
express charges pre paid, on receipt of the price.
Agents wanted In every State. Countv, Cltv and Clearlydemonstrates,from a thirty years’ successTown, to whom very liberal discounts will he ful practice, tiiat the alarmlug consequences of
self-abusemay he radicallycured without the danmade.
Address, Bickford Knitting Machine Mro. Oo. gcrous use of Internal medicineor the application
Sole Manufacturers, Brattleboro, Vt. of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple, certain, and effectual,by means of which
a full line in Ladies’ Furnishing Goods,
every sufferer,no matter what bis conditionmay

*

various leading leather manufacturers

up on

|

Top or Open Buggies

large supplies.

in

and sent them

in this country with instructions,

below former

OF

J.

Copies, large and

it

great

fitted

ed with the Hotel.

FLIEMAU,

J.

Holland, September 1.

Photographs, Tin-Types,

and then for the filling and In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,
dressing of skins. By a system of careful
following his nose

Agents u large and well lighted sample

HILL.

room bus been

General Blacksmithlng done

quantities.

is to this day,

literally

S.

liberal deduction to and dispatch.
those who buy sets or iu lar^e Horse Shoeing a Speciality
C 0
J. FLIEMAN.

hi

the lower classes. This tar,

substitute for wheel grease in Russia, as

For the convenienceof Commercial

A

paid.

The

new

and
and

on First Floor.

Office

This wagon i? the best wagon In nee In thin State,

b BOTTOM PRICES

The Committee on Streets, Roads nnd
Bridges reported verbally recommending
that Mr. Jutiers be paid $10 for work done.

well furnished with

1876.

11,

SOUTH BEKTD,

UNFINISHED BUSINESS.

Russian

ROBERT

Stittakr

eon*

City Physician reported for month of
January having attended 3 cases.— Filed.

are spacious

•elegant furniture.

Patented Sept. 6th, 1876.

Rockingham and Yellow

of the Poor reported amount
disbursed in January $200. 05.— Referred
to Com. on Poor.

DONE.

10!

hand

out this advertisementfor refer-

i

WORK

BOILER

Also sole Agent for the

CROCKERY!

SCHOOL LANTERN.
......... 4. FAMILY LANTERN,
plete stock of White
PEOPLED .......
PEOPLE'S
LANTERN.
... ...
Each style being the host of Its class in the market.
and C. C. Ware.

tyTut

The Rooms

Iron and Brass Castings

46 2-s

intend to devote to this

Catalogues of Lantern and Slides with directions
using sent on application.
As? Zntorprltlngnan cm make aoaey with a Magic
Lantern.

The Proprietorannounces to the Pubic that no
pains will he spared by him ,o make this Housa
: FIRST-CLASS in every respect.

Steam Machinery,

Light & Heavy

UniversityStereopticon,
trade the necessary attention,
Artopticon,
a comAdvertiser's Stereopticon, and will keep on

Director

Treasurerreported
uary— Filed.

prices

than any

sell cheaper

From and

for

terest for six months.— Carried.

during bis visits

HOLLAND, MICH.

prepared to do ail kinds of

is

MANUFACTURER

Lanterns,

Stereo- Panopticon,

Nays, Cropley.— 1.— Carried.

and

CITY HOTEL,

Having established hlmse.f in Holland. Mich.,
as a macninist. hereby Informsthe public that he

JACOB KUITE.

Mag-

^ttolng Manufacturersof the
Micro-Scicntific
Lantern,

1875.

ROBERTS. HILL,

meats.

all

Holland,Feb. 14, 1874,

YVc are the Headquarters for every thing in the
way of

Yeas, Ranters, Minderhout,Breyman,
Dykema and Schmid.— 5.

inquiry,

Holland, Mich., November 5,

ground ttoor. Livery connect-

pay the highest market

prices for

and SaitiblsTins,

Photographic Materials.

AIN’T IBID.

Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.

one in this City.

Yeas, Ranters, Minderhout,Breyman,
Dykema and Schmid.— 5.

among

invite the Public to

W

Jacob Unite.

t

The Highest market
CHR0M0S & FRAMES,
paid for Hides.
Stereoscopes & Views,

Resolved, That the charter be also bo
changed that the people shall have the
power to vote for school funds iu the
month of July ot each year.

in place

come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.

Meat Market,

Dykema,

The secret

We

Provisions etc

HOLLAND, MICH

Patent Boss-Saw Guide.

T

,

While

Stoneware,

& Feed,

Flour

July 29, 1876.

Manufacturer*,Importers and Dealers in

Resobed, That the recommendation of
the Mayor be and is hereby adopted ami
that the Clerk and Attorney be instructed
to communicatewith representativeat

the original motion ns.
Yeas and Nays as follows:

'

Groceries,

Crockery,

Opp. MetropolitanHotel.

By Aid. Ranters,

—Ordered

Clothing,

Holland, Sept.

Mayor Van Landegeud

Hats & Cap,

1

All the leading Patent Medicines In the market.
A full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold In
bottle or by measure.

Holland, Mich.,

RILLEAN, Proprietor.

E.

Lost.

On

Goods,

Furnifiliinfj

Paint Brushes.

THE

Aid. Cropley,

1ST

1

Notions and Trimmings,

Saw-Mill Work,

Hair and

:

Nays, Cropley.— Carried.

DEALERS

Oils

Trusses,

|

Lansing.
Which motion was amended by

^

Dry (roods,

EIGHTH STREET.

Paints

rr

—3.—

DUURSEMA& KOFFERS,

Medicines,

...

Amended By

of

Misses Wear. RIVER STREET,

}><*

By Aid. Brcyman,

to sec.

call at the store

Youth and

—Referred to Com. on Claims and Ac-

bills

’

and

Gents,

»

II. Boone & Co .......... ................. $ fl oo
H. Merer * Co ............................
3 00
John Kramer... ..........................
8 00
H. Meenga ................................. 8 *7
J. W. Ten Haaft ...........................17 58
li. WIeraema .............................. 81 75

-^Adopted and

Ladies,

nf
\fiirt(rflir«*u
a
of Mortgage*,
on Vt
page
482, which aaid Mortgage. wan on the 4th day of October. A. D., 1*76,
duly aligned by William Katte to Charles Storing,
of Holland City, Ottawa Ccunty. Michigan, and
said assignmentwas recorded In the office of the
Register of Deeds, in and for iho County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, on the 4th day of October, A. D. 1876, at one o’clock, p. m., of said day.
In Liber “4” of Mortgages,on page 231. Arid
whereas there Is now due and unpaid at this date,
on said Mortgage the sum of $165.45 for principal
and Interest,and whereaa the said mortage contains a condition that when any proceedingsshall
be taken to foreclose said mortgage by virtue of
the power of sale therein contained,the sum of
line for
$15 as solicitorsor attorneys fee shall he paid by
the party of the first part to the partv of the
second part, and all the legal costs and charges of
Holland, Jan. 1, 1876.
such foreclosure and sale In case any proceedings
shall he taken to foreclose the same, and no suit at
lft"'or in chancery having been institutedto recover
said debt or any part thereof; Now therfore,notice
Is hereby given that by virtue of the power of sale
containedin said mortgage and of the statute lu
such case made and provided the said mortgage
will be foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premill
ises, or so much thereof as is necessary to satisfy
the amount due on said mortgage, for principal and NO.
interest,said attorney fee and costs and expenses
of advertising and sale allowed by law, at public
auction or vendue to the highest bidder on the
Third (8) day of April. A. D. 1877, at one o’clock
In the afternoon of said day at the front door of
the Court House. In the City of Grand Haven In
suld county, that being the place for holding the
Circuit Court for said county: The said mortgaged
Arc Bold aa cheap at this Drug Store as at any
premisestube sold are described us follows, viz:
all that certain piece or parcel of land, situate in other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictly pure.
the City of Holland, in the County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan, to-wit:the oast half of lot
numbered four M) in block numbered twenty nine
(29) according gi the plat of said city, of record as
of the Village of Holland In t» e Registers Office of
Ottawa County, State of Michigan.
**^ 11

The following bills were presented for
payment:

counts.

Ttm,

« icell assorted stc
for the Fall and Winter trade, g

of Goods

HEROLD,

E.

If V<m W)s^

KENYON.

Beautiful Furs, and

Fur Cloak trimming, and a

of

large

Ornamental Feathers.

for Sale.

eighty acres of splendid clay
from this cRy. Near church
and school bouse, at a birgoioj 80 seres
of this land is partially improved. Also
40 acres of nniniproved land in the Township of Fillmore. Inquire of
>f
I will sell

soil, six miles

42-tf

HOWARD.

Examine. No Trouble to Show

Call and

ly

&

EIGHfTH

S.

YANDEX BER

STREET

- -

-

HOLLAND

